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Review 
Curriculum for the middle school 
Lounsbury, John H., and Vars, Gordon E., A Curr/cu/um tor 
the Middle School Years. Harper and Row, New York, 1978, 
138 pagea. 
The middle school is an organizational unit de· 
signaled to serve children as they grow into adolesc ent s. 
lndlvlduals undergoing this change are called tran-
sesoents. This period of time in the human gr<>wth cycle 
abounds with growth and change. This text offers a viable 
curric ulum paradigm to meet the needs of transescents 
while they complete the metamorphasls from elementary 
pu
pils 
to senior high students. 
The authors initially develop the stage for their 
proposal by citing the teachers role In middle schools. 
Emphasis is given to the changing nature of teaching, the 
special importance of middle school teaching, and tools 
teachers can use for self improvement. The schools for 
the transitional years are then examined A comparison Is 
drawn from the junior high movement to the middle 
school phenomenon. The final preparatory dimension 
examined is curriculum foundations. An overview of the 
learner, his learning processes, social and cultural en· 
vironments and organized knowledg e are given. 
The recommended curriculum organization for mid· 
die schools consists of three components: core , co n· 
tlnuous progress, and variable exploration. The plan at· 
tempts to coordinate an assortment of factors such as 
time, personnel, materials, and content in order to achieve 
the objectives of education tor a particular school. 
The core component suggests that much, however 
not all, of the content and skills traditionally taught In the 
academic areas of English, social studies and science 
classes may be included in core. Additionally subjects 
such as art and music which have unfortunately in the 
past been so frequently relegated to auxiliary roles are In· 
eluded. The academic and fine arts skills and content 
become tools to be u tilized in the process of 1nqu1ry . 
A core curric ulum may be structured or unstructured. 
The particular classification depends upon the degree of 
planning set In advance by the faculty. In a structured core 
program, the faculty determines in advance which 
problem areas or centers of experience the transescents 
will explore. The text suggests a variety of problem areas 
for exploration. The unstructured core model perm its the 
teachers and transescents to choose and examine any 
problem they consider worthwhile. Theoretically trivial 
topics are minimized when transescents perceive 
teachers as sincere and realize they will have to make a 
serious study ot their chosen topics. 
The question of whether core classes are op11ma11y 
taught by one teacher or by a team is given careful review. 
Emphasis 1s given to the goal of ensuring that all tran· 
sescents have access to an adult who knows and cares for 
them personally, and who is responsible tor facilitating 
them to deal with the problems of growing up. No unique 
instructional techniques are offered as part of IM core 
component. Core teachers do however, tend to make 
greater use of teacher-student planning, small group 
work, value clarification, and other methods that tend to 
stress personal interaction. Finally, the authors recom-
mend frequent use of Interacti on analysis processes as 
feedback tools to strengthen teacher·student interaction. 
The continuous progress component of the cur· 
rlculum offers a nongraded organization for learning ex· 
periences which consist of skills and concepts that 
have a genuine sequential order. It is believed that the 
continuous progress element attends to the Individual dlf· 
ferences and variable rates o f growth in transescents 
whlle still being responsive to the demands for spe· 
clali zatlon of knowledge. Science, reading, matl\emat-
ics and foreign language are classified as suggested sub-
jects tor the continuous progress nongraded design. 
Instruction 1n any sub1ect area would not be an ex· 
elusively continuous progress. Skills for such subjects as 
reading and math would be taught primarily in the 
nongraded programs, yet applied and practiced through· 
out the school curriculum. 
The actual structure of the continuous progress com· 
ponent is broken down into three approaches. The first is 
the single sequence, variable-ra te approach. In this method 
all students progress through the same prescribed 
sequence of learning experiences. but some take more 
time than others. The second approach Is a multiple· 
sequence, variable rate method. The branching form of 
programmed Instruction serves as an example of this 
style. T11e variable·sequence, varlable·rate approach Is of· 
fared as a third method. Nlether the sequence nor the rate 
is fixed in advance by the teacher. Independent study is an 
examp le of this method. 
The third major component 1s variable exploration. 
This area includes worthwhile learnings that are neither 
primarily problem focused nor highly sequentially or· 
dered. These topics such as health, physical education, 
homemaking, industrial arts. and social-recreational skllls 
embrace learni ng experiences that vary widely in struc· 
ture, student grouping, and time allotment. This com· 
ponent places primary emphasis on exploration and the 
discovery of the transescents interests and capabilities. A 
variety o f methods and techniques are used in this com· 
ponenl such as electives, mlnicourses, clubs, activities, 
and independent study opportunities. 
The authors include vital support Information for their 
curriculum proposal. An overview o f evaluating and report· 
Ing student progress is given. They recommend diversity 
in student evaluation and the reporllng procedures used. 
fmp lementi ng the proposed middle school curricu · 
lum is given consideration. Curriculum leadership is re· 
viewed. The theory that teachers Inherently desire to im-
prove their effectiveness is extended and thus change ef-
forts should become largely efforts to assist, support, and 
encourage teachers in thelf own professional growth and 
development. Administrators are viewed as establishing 
the climate needed for curriculum developed, while stu-
dents input should be secured. 
Thomas J. Buttery 
Assistant Professor of Early and 
Middle Childhood Education 
University of Georgia, Athens 
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Educators must strive to see that 
basic changes in education do not 
make our students regress but rather 
progress. 
Forward 
to the basics 
by Carl S. Johnson 
Attainments In 1957 by a competitive foreign power In 
the atomic and space sciences- with the Russian launch-
ing of Spu tnik I - produced a threat to our national sur-
vival. This launching of Sputnik I on Oct. 4, 1957, ignited 
the smoldering embers of a changing curriculum (espe· 
cially in mathematics and science) into a raging fire of 
academic revolution that swept across the entire country. 
The immediate reaction of our people was a more 
serious national look at our schools. This was partly 
realistic and yel It was also done partly as a search for a 
scapegoat by a country's people who had a guilty con-
science. Educators began to work harder to revise their in-
structional offerings in an attempt to meet society's 
changing needs and demands. A major thrust of 
curriculum reform in mathematics and other areas has 
been to Improve course offerings by bringing the content 
up 10 date, stressing recognition and solution of problems 
rather than learn ing pat answers, and emphasizing prin-
ciples rather than facts. • 
In the last few years some of the findings of the 
National Assessment of Educational Progress Study' has 
been viewed by many as a signal that we should "return to 
the basics." This " return to the basics" is being heard 
more and more In meetings of the PTA, school boards and 
even among educators. But the real question is not a 
"return to the basics:· but rather. "forward to the basics." 
What we considered to be some of the "basics" in 
mathematics a few years ago are no longer considered 
"basic" today. Some new concepts of the "basics" are 
considered here. 
First " Beslc"-The inexpensive pocket calculator 
will revolutlonallze the teaching of mathematics as much 
or more than any o f the new teaching methods or ma· 
terials produced In the " new math" era of the late 50s 
2 
and early 60s. One of the "basics" In the past has been to 
develop a student 's competency in working with fractions. 
While working with fractions is still Important, the main 
Idea in the past was to have a student perform the various 
operations mentally and then write his results on pape.r-
Now, after a few simple examples Illustrating what one 1s 
to do mentally in the calculation. most of the operations 
will be performed on the pocket calculator. The emphasis 
is changing from actually doing or performing the 
operations with pencil and paper, to determining what 
mathematical operations one should perform on the 
calculator and when to do so. 
Second "Basic" - One o f the tenets of the " new 
math" was that teachers should eliminate unnecessary 
drill. Many teachers went one step further and eliminated 
all dri ll completely. This Is one of the main reasons for the 
poor achievement test scores of students in mathematics 
in the past ten years, especially In. the ar.ea of com-
putational skills. Drill or repetition Is still very 1mpo~tant m 
the teaching of mathematics today. However, drill only 
becomes important in mathematics when students are 
taught to think and analyze what they are doing and why 
they are performing certain tasks. as lhey go through the 
drills. 
Third " Basic" -Another new "basic" in mathematics 
Involves learning to work with our new system of mea· 
surement- the metric system. For reasons of uniformity 
In measurement with a large percentage of the earth's 
population, and to facilitate tr ade, industrial growth, 
etc., the United States Is now In the process of changing 
to the metric system. Teachers of our youth must have 
special help not only to extend lhls knowledge in this area 
of mathematics, but also to learn the most logical order of 
teaching the metric system. 
Fourth " Basic"-The developmental lear ing theo· 
ries set forth by the Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget, 
can be considered another "basic" to which we should 
move forward. Piaget holds to the belief that only when a 
child acquires a certain needed ability can he learn a par-
ticular concept.' He has sought to note a child's societal 
experiences and his maturatlonal level, so that he can 
ascertain the order in which he acquires certain in-
tellectual abilities. Educators must consider and put into 
everyday use the knowledge of psychologists such as 
Piaget, in order to provide optimum learning experiences 
for their students. 
Thus it is no longer "back to the basics," but rather, 
" forward 'to the basics. " Although the new "basics" in 
malhematics and in education such as those which have 
been mentioned above are important, surely there will be 
other new "basics" in the future as we continue to live in a 
world of growing technology. The " basics" of mathe· 
matlcs will continue to change as our world changes. It 
behooves us as educators to strive to see that these basic 
changes do not make our students regress in their lear-
ning; but rather, that they progress forward to utilize their 
learning potential to its fullest capacity. 
References 
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It is as unrealistic to expect student 
journalists to function as public rela-
tions professionals as ii is to expect 
Future Teachers of America members 







by Robert P. Knight 
Those of us who have dealt with student publications 
in secondary schools know that among some school ad -
ministrators, some facult y, some parents and even some 
students there exists some unclear connection between 
publications and "pub lic relations." That vague con-
nection can be fraught with misperceptlons about public 
relations (See Item I). Some Inappropriate assumptions 
are made about the purpose of publications and/or about 
the level of journalistic sophistication and the skills of 
student ;ournallsts and their advisers. 
It can be argued correctly that student publications 
have public relation s Implications, whether staffs know it 
or not. (Bad grammar in the yearbook, for example, can 
create a bad image.) Student publications, however, do 
not and should not have public relations goals, In the view 
o f public relations professionals (See Item It). The student 
newspaper and the student yearbook should be student-
oriented publications wilh news and materials of interest 
and significance to students. They are not, nor should 
they be, "house organs" or "cheerleaders" for the school, 
even though they may be read by public s other than 
students· those publics must be considered secondary 
and som~times must be reminded-gently or with good 
humor-that the publications are not Intended for them, 
any more than are Seventeen or Boys' life. 
Public re latio ns, in the professional sense, is defined 
as follows in the nation's most widely used public 
relations textbook (Cutlip and Center, 1978): 
EOUCA TIONAl CONSIOERA TIONS, Vol. 7. No. 1, F1//1979 
..--- -- -Item 1--- ----, 
Here Is a brief catalog of some of the common 
misinterpretations of "publ ic relations" by school 
people, especially administrators, with some 
comments about each: 
Public relations means presenting only the 
" good ne ws." Said a public relations teacher, 
"The news media and the public are too 
sophisticated for that. We live and work In a fish-
bowl 
today
." (Morgan, 1977) Furthermore, a too-
rosy pic tu re is no t credible. 
If there is " bad news,'"k eep still; let the news 
media dig It out if they choose. The " father of 
public relatio ns," Iv y lee (lewis, 1970), dispelled 
that notion more than 70 years ago when he 
taught the railroads that it was in their best in-
terests in train accidents, to take the Initiative in 
contacting newsmen; and to cooperate quickly 
and fully; and that they should expect newsmen 
to dig into unexplored - or hidden- areas (That is 
their job) (Hiebert, 1956, p. 55). School PR people 
have come to lhose same conclusions about bad 
news or crisis coverage (Bruton, 1973, p. 15; 
Lesley, 1971, p. 255; Wilkens, 1977; New_ York 
State Schoof Boards Association, 1973; Bag in and 
Others, 1976). 
" Bad news" causes loss of public support. 
Quick, honest coverage of such news may in fact 
win support for the institution, as it did for Cornell 
University, when donors increased their con -
tributions, after campus uprisings, because " they 
fel t their support was significant in main taining 
the university In a time of crisis" (Smith, 1973, 
p.24). 
" Public rela tions" ls a one-man job. Impossible. 
It requires teamwork; bu ilding-level efforts 
(Wherry, 1977); and a comprehensive, well 
though t·out program (National School Public 
Relations Association, 1972). 
" Public relations" is synonymous with 
"publicity." The view that the number of news 
releases sent out or the number of stories printed 
or broadcast determines the success of a school 
PR effort is far too one-dimensional. Professional 
public relations is an integral part of the 
management function. Fenton, an accredited 
member of the Pub lic Relations Society of 
America, makes an Important distinction about 
public relations (1977). 
Basically two concepts exist: that of (Edward 
L.) Bernays (and that or the ~rofesslonal coun-
selor)- the interpretive, analytical, pollcy-m~king 
communications role; and that of the publ1c1st-
promoter- the non-professional who accepts a 
segment of the field as the whole and measures 
his performance by Inches and audience. Result s: 
the non-professional benefits from hanging on 1o 
the coattails of the professional, and prores· 
sionalism draggeCJ down. 
The executive director of the National School 
Public Relations Association (Wherry, t97n said 
that school public relations is "not publicity, not 
'flackery.' It is being aware of what the public ex-
3 
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pects, making adjustments, and making sure the 
pub lic knows their expectations are being met." 
Publ ic re lations i the p lanned effort to in-
fluence opinion through good character and respon-
sible performance based upon mutually satistactory 
two-way communication. 
Public Relations is a legitimate professional field, 
whose best practitioners have an accreditation system, 
through the Public Relations Society of America, to help 
guarantee professional competence and ethics. One of its 
branches, the school public relations field, has its own 
organization and its own code of high standards and 
ethics (See Item Ill). 
---- Item II----_, 
What position do professionals in school com-
munications Jake about school publications? 
Until recently, rn works on school public 
relations, only lleellng references were made to 
school newspapers and yearbooks. Grinnell (1937, 
pp. 168) noted that a "good school newspaper is 
as effective a means as can be found to interpret 
the schoof to the pupils" when it Is done by 
students themselves. whereas he said it was 
"doubtful" if the yearbook or annual of that time 
" had much value as an interpreter of the school" 
(p. 184). Twenty years later, Kindred echoed those 
senWmen ts. (Yearbooks have improved greatly 
since then.) 
Moehlman and van Zwoll (1957) placed their 
comments about student publications Into a per-
spective which other communications pro· 
fessionals over the years seem to have shared: 
It should be noted •.. that the primary function 




though the Inciden tal Interpretive 
va
lue publica
ti ons i . there Is no excuse for 
their abuse and exploi tation as propaganda in -
struments for adu lt institutional Interpretation 
or for the personal advancement of superin-
tendent, principal or teacher. 
In 1977, the man responsib le to'. a strong 
NSPRA stand in support of students' Frrst Amend· 
ment press rights and for a school board policy to 
back up those rights (Staver, 1976) had this to say: 
day: 
1 do not feel student publications should ser.e 
the public relations end o f the school . •. I treat 
student journalists as I would journalists on 
the Chicago Tribune, tl'le Bloomington Herald· 
Telephone, the Indianapolis Star, or the 
Louisville Courier-Journal: I provide accurate, 
timely news, as quickly, as possible; I expect 
honest, fair reporting from them. 
If student journalists make mistakes-and they 
will because they are still In the learning 
process-he offers them help, from a teaching 
standpoint. 
It is as unrealistic to expect student journalists to 
function as public relati ons professionals as It Is to expect 
Future Teachers of America members to assume pro-
fessional classroom teaching duties. It also Is unreal· 
4 
istic to expect that journal ism teachers, as a group, 
would have the journa listi c sophistication or know-how to 
11elp mount professional -type public relations campaigns 
for their schools. The sad fact is that journalism teachers 
are decidedly short on professional jo urnalism training 
and that relativ ely few states have strong journalism 
teacher certification requirements that are really enforced 
(Windhauser and Click, 1971). This is not to say there are 
no good journalism teachers. There are thousands, a small 
group of whom have thoroughly adequate formal training 
or experience in journalism and a large, amazing group of 
whom have become excellent journalism teachers "the 
hard way," i.e. by trial and error, by attending "crash 
courses," and by personal study. 
The point is that student journalists are not publicists 
but journalists, concerned with learning good journalism 
in a democratic context. Advisers are teachers, stnving to 
teach good journalistic principles. They know well how to 
deal with news and with disseminating Information and 
material of interest to thetr primary audience. They are 
not, however. schooled In public relations techniques, nor 
should they be. 
Perhaps, then, it is not surprising that at a recent Kan-
sas State University high school journalism conference, 
those of us in an adviser session en ti tled " Using Student 
Publications as a Public Relations Tool" began by reject-
ing t he title. On the panel were a publ ic relations pro· 
lessor, a school superintendent, a state high school 
press association director (also a long-time newswrltlng 
teacher in college). Md the director o f the state high 
schoot ac tivities association (a former principal}. 
The panel was not saying. however, that student 
publications never affect a school's public image or Its 
" pub lic relations." In fact, studen t publicati ons can have 
quite strong impact - either positively or negatively. 
In trying to document tho assumption that principals 
view "public relati ons" a d scholastic journalism as 
synonymous, the evidence In the lite rature Is no t al· 
together convincing because of the lack of depth and 
because of the imprecision o f the research. Sometimes 
circumstances of the times may cloud the Issue, as Jackie 
Raymond Engel feels it did in her extensive survey of Kan-
sas principals (Engel, 1977). 
In 1931 Roop asked principals and teachers in 
Missouri Kansas and Oklahoma to rank eight suggested 
purpose~ for the journalism class. " Give valuable publicity 
to the school " ranked third with principals and fourth with 
teachers; " production of a creditable school paper" 
ranked second and first, respectively. In 1959 Kleine 
sought the same rankings from Missouri principals: " Give 
valu able publicity to the school " had slipped to fifth place 
among principals in the same size schools as in the 1931 
study but " production of a creditable schoot paper .. 
remained in second place. (First, in the principals' 
opinion, in both 1931 and 1959, was " Vitalize the teaching 
of English composition".) 
Horine (1 966) found that only one adviser among 277 
principals/advisers/editors in a Los Angeles County sur· 
vey said that to "support and reflect the proper image of 
the school " is not a function of a student newspaper. Ho 
concluded, "This put the remaining 276 in the position of 
saying a student newspaper should be a public relations 
instrument of the school." 
The man who has researched more aspects of 
scholastic jou rnalism than anyone else, Dr. Laurence R. 
Campbell, director of Qui ll and Scroll Studies, surveyed 
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612 high school principals in Maine, Ohio, Virginia, 
Missouri, Texas and California in 1968 (The High School 
Newspaper as a Medium of Good Will). Based on how they 
rated coverage of curricular, co·curr icular, nd com· 
munity-related news areas, Campbell concluded, "School 
newspapers are a significant factor in Internal public 
relations and an Impor tant force in external public 
relations." In 1971 he analyzed the 1968 dat<i again and 
viewed them against a 1970 study in which advisers re· 
ported principals' criticisms of the high school press, in 
what was then a t ime of student unrest. His conclusion: 
"The newspaper is an effective public relations medium in 
some high schools .. . But it is also ineffective in some 
schools." However, Campbell never really defined what he 
meant by "effective public relations," except that he fm· 
plied i t meant doing an excellent job of covering various 
news areas. He said principals' " greatest failure in im· 
proving the school newspaper as an effective public 
relations medium" came in their failure to hire newspaper 
advisers who have stud ied journalism. 
.-- - -Item Ill----~ 
Has school district public relations, in a formal 
sense, come of age? One study in the state of 
Texas in 1964 showed that it was, although 
desired by both superintendents and news media, 
still in its infancy (Knight, 1964). A review o f the 
research l iterature a few years later indicated the 
same was rather true for state·level educational 
PR (Chaffee and Ward, 1968) and that the f ield 
lacked theoretical underpinnings. 
Dr. John Wherry, executive director of the 1100· 
member National School Public Relat ions 
Association, said (1977) an awareness of the need 
for professional-level public relations has 
emerged in the last 10 years and schools are in· 
creasingly seeking help in combatting the current 
problem of low public confidence in education. 
" Pu blic perceptions are out of phase with 
reality. Th is is a public relations job in a true 
sense," he said, explaini ng the job is not one of 
" public i ty , 'flackery' . .. It's being aware of what 
the public expects, making adjustments (in the 
educational program), and then making sure the 
public knows that expectations are being met." 
More than 500 full-tim e or part-time scbool 
public relations people belong to NSPRA and 
Wherry estimated that there are as many as 1,500 
for
mal school public 
relations positions in the 
U.S. 
The job cal ls for social responsibi lit y, Wherry 
said. NSPRA adopted a code of educational PR 
standards in 1968 and standards for educational 
public relati ons professionals in 1969 (NSPRA, 
1969). 
The National School Boards Association 
recommends establishment of such a position, 
with a well-trained professional (Bag in, 1975). 
In 1973, in the wake o f ·several years of underground 
papers in Kansas high schools, when Jackie Raymond 
Engel asked Kansas principals lhe purpose or objective o f 
their school newspaper, 6.3 percent viewed i t as an 
"educational facility " to create a greater awareness of the 
media and/or to lead to a possible career in Journal Ism; 
FALL, 1979 
24.9 percent viewed i t as a "voice box" for the school com· 
munity; and 68.8 percent viewed it as a " public relations 
tool " (Raymond, 1973). 
In the last decade, at least three questions or issues 
have put student publications into the limelight, creating 
situations which concerned administrators and caused 
many of them to re-think their attitudes toward high 
school newspapers and yearbooks. Quite apart from the 
fact that these matters involved publications, each of 
them clearly had public relations implications for schools, 
in the same way that any major change in the school has 
PR implications of a broad nature, e.g. when Title IX , 
guaranteeing quality for the sexes in sports, was in· 
lroduced, it wrought major c.hanges in high schools 
throughout the land. 
The "Underground Papers" Question 
In the 1950s, high school publications were en· 
couraged, by the national judging services, to s tay close 
to home, that is, to focus on classroom and extracurricular 
activities. Within a decade, Glessing (1970) was able to 
write: " ... youthful unrest has nurtured a network of 
some 3,000 regularly and irregularly published un · 
derground high school papers, many of which are simpl e 
one-page mimeographed sheets." 
Journalism Chairman Richard G. Gray of Indiana 
Univ ersity explained, in Glessing's introduction: 
. . . youth have turned to the Underground Press 
because they found treatment by the professional 
and regu lar scholastic press inadequate. The un· 
derground movement has responded by edito· 
rializing on civil rights, social welfare, colonialism, 
flower chi ldren, International peace movements and 
the inhumani1y of war. 
In a Missouri study, Secora (1969) documented the 
fac t that principals, advisers and even studen t edi tors 
were out of touch with whal lhe "commo n" students 
wanted in their school papers. (The latler were far more in· 
terested in editorials on Vietnam- in whose confl ic t they 
might soon have to serve-than were the so-call ed "top" 
s tudents, who were more interested In c lose·to·home 
edi torials.) 
At the high school level, underground papers found 
audiences because they dealt with the serious non-school 
Issues o f the times and because they also dealt with 
schoo l Issues which were not permitted in regular school 
newspapers, such as direct criticism of school or its 
policies. In retrospect. the high school topics and their 
handlin g in underground papers seem general ly mild, 
especially compared to the topics and language of their 
college or adult counterparts. 
Principals did notice underground papers, despite 
some persons' advice to ignore them. It has been said that 
pri nc ipals " ra n scared" (The National Assoc iation of 
Secondary School Principals even considered starting a 
countrywide high school press service to counteract the 
work of the lhen flourishing but, short-lived, underground 
high school press services). One positive effect of the un· 
derground press movement was that principa ls bad to 
become more open, In dealing with the regular high 
school press, or face the threat of an underground paper, 
which for them usually represented a "bad sc ene" in 
terms of publ ic relations. 
Not all principals quick ly saw this alternative of a 
freer schol astic press as their main defense against the 
unwelco me underground papers. One California high 
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school editor said, "There wouldn't be any underground 
papers if we were allowed to print the truth" (Glessing, 
p. t34). A Kansas adviser (Lowther, t971) said, "Perhaps 
the main reason students go underground to publish a 
newspaper is to avoid the often unreasonable, rigid cen-
soring the above ground high school publication must 
submit to." Rigid principals, who responded by trying to 
keep underground publications out of their schools, 
ironically helped pave the way for a freer student press 
because they forced students to take their cases to court. 
The "Student Press Rights" Question 
In a decade of ferment (racial upheavals In the cities, 
Vietnam, student unrest, drug problems and the like), 
students began to want to print materials about the 
troubles they were witnessing. The black armbands 
Supreme Court decision of 1969 (Tinker v. Des Moines In-
dependent Community SchOol District) and subsequent 
lower court decisions-many involving distribution rights 
of underground papers-affirmed that students do not 
leave their rights at "the schoolhouse door" (Trager, 1974; 
Student Press Law Center, 1976). The theory that 
developed is this: Because public schools are seen as an 
arm of the state, which is constltutlonally prohibited from 
abridging press freedom, student journalists, therefore, 
are said to have unique First Amendment rights. Prin-
cipals found that once-prevalent systems of censorship of 
student-written materials could no longer be tolerated 
(The Commission of Inquiry Into High School Jour-
nalism-I n the most extensive study to date o f the field 
charged In Captive Voices, 1974, that despite any legal ad· 
vancos, a pervasive atmosphere of censorship continued 
to exist In the nation's high schools). 
An in teresting extension of the legal points won by 
student Journalists in the early 1970s is Fager's " forum 
theory" (1976). He argues that student First Amendment 
rights are defined by the nature of the publication and not 
by who pays the bills. If , in practice, a school newspaper 
has been a forum of ideas (as with letters to the editor, 
through coverage of a wide range of Ideas, through 
freedom from censorship), then it Is defined as a forum 
and, as a matter of equity, must so remain. On the other 
hand, if a school district were to establish a new 
publication, as in a new school, and to make II clear from 
the start that it was to be a " house organ" for the school, 
without editorial freedom for i ts writers, then that would 
define the nature o f the publicat ion as one In which 
authorities consciously, and from the beginning, made the 
choice o f non-freedom. 
The " Sensitive Issues" Question 
From a public relations point of view, it soon became 
apparent that the unique First Amendment privileges ac-
corded to student journalists in public schools provided 
tittle protection against community uproar In dealing with 
whatever the community might define as a "sensitive 
issue" (whether it be a criticism of deer hunting In a com-
munity which depended on that sport, a story of discipline 
problems in a particular class or the usua.1 drug/sex stories 
that so often have caused problems in the hands of Inex-
perienced journalists). Advisers learned, and their staffs 
wit~ them, that applying the highest standards of jour-
nalrstlc excellence-procedure certainly not mandated by 
the First Amendment- would permit them to deal with 
any topic wi thout stirring up unwanted trouble; that re· 
6 
porting, on sensitive Issues, must be flawless and well bal· 
a_n,ced ; and that writing must be precise, polling scien-
trhcally accurate and packaging well done (layout, 
headlines, etc., In good order) (Fotheringham and McGee, 
1976). They also learned that establishing editorial boards 
can help support a strong journalism program. 
Further, they learned not only that adviser, staff and 
administrator must be ready (i.e. journalistically equipped) 
for handling sensitive issues before doing so, but also 
that the administrator and the community must be 
prepared to expect such reporting (One Missouri year-
book, which, in trying to be honest in reporting, turned 
brutally frank about the poor record o f its football team, 
soon fou nd that the student body was not ready for such 
candor and that they began re)eotlng what on the surface 
was a wel I-done book). 
The three questions discussed-underground 
papers, student press rights and sensitive issues-have 
In the view of some, had bad public relatio ns implications'. 
At the same time, they have advanced the cause of an in· 
teresting, journallstically excellent high school press, 
which, when it deserves those adjectives, has some quite 
positive public relations lmpllcat1ons for the school. Such 
a press helps make the point that schools are concerned 
with open inquiry in a democratic society. 
What lies ahead In the late 1970s 
for scholastic publications? 
With a changing mood among youth, the publications 
will be more concerned, than they have been in 20 years 
with school·related issues (Brasier, 1977). They're more in'. 
terested already in school news, social events, features on 
individuals. Brasier, one of the nation's most sought-after 
scholastic newspaper analysts, describes the trend as 
being like " a time warp to the 1950s." 
One of the country's leading yearbook judges has 
noted that yearbooks, too, are looking inward to the 
school and becoming concerned again with human beings 
{Savedge, 1977), in what one adviser of a priz.e-winning 
book has called a "very humane, gentle" approach (Pat· 
terson, 1977). 
What advice, then, can be given to a school Interested 
in gelling what it considers the best "public relations 
value" from its publications In the perhaps more calm 
times ahead? 
1. Encourage students to do the best journalistic job 
possible on whatever they undertake. This Includes being 
aware of their audience; seeking a balance of material (not 
al l positive, not all negative); covering the full community, 
including minorities: and striving for journalistic ex-
cellence. 
2. Most important, hire the best journalism teacher 
available. 
3. Create a healthy rapport between publications 
staffs and administration, letting each know the others' 
goats or agenda for the year. Sometimes an editorial board 
structure se.-.es this purpose well (so long as it is clearly 
understood it will not become a harassment or censorship 
Instrument). 
4. Recognize student publications for what they are, 
no more, or less. Be tolerant of learner's mistakes. En· 
courage improvement. 
5. Enjoy the publications and the vibrancy of which 
they are capable: What better public relations than to have 
ou tstanding, interesting publications. 
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We need opportuniUes to bridge the 
gap between the practical experience 
of the teacher in the classroom and 






by Robert E. Shafer 
Over the years a few linguists have Interested them· 
selves in the teaching of reading and writing. Charles c. 
Fries of the Univen.lty o f Michigan, Is perhaps the most 
well known of these si nee he wrote books both on the 
teaching of English and on linguistics and reading.' • 
Fries was an exception as were Albert Markwardt, Carl 
LeFevre and Donald Lloyd. Most of the time linguists are 
at work attempting to be better linguists. They work on 
various research problems in linguistics , which is the 
science of the study of language. Most of these research 
problems have little to do with the Immediate day lo day 
concerns of clasStoom teachers. Some linguists are doing 
work which directly affects the teaching of reading and 
writing. 
Through the history ol linguistics there have been 
many "'false starts" with respect to the application of 
linguistic insights to the problems of teaching and learn· 
Ing. In most cases, these "false starts" were the fault of 
educational publishers who attempted to take material 
from certain aspects of linguistic studies and present It in 
texts for students. One of the most notorious examples of 
this is the series of books authored by the late Paul Roberts . . . 
a noted longu1st who was especially good at translating lin· 
guistic studies into texts. Roberts was asked by a major 
publisher in the 1960s to wri te a series of textbooks In· 
corporating insights from transformational grammar and 
other linguistic studies, into texts for language and 
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writ ing. A handsome series was produced which was 
adopted in a number of states. Many teachers are familiar 
with the diffi cult y of teaching from this series o f books 
which attempted to teach children various kinds o f 
technical terminology. Some of this terminology came 
from what was then the new transformational grammar 
which was a new development In the early 60s, stemming 
from the work of Noam Chomsky and developed in his 
book Syntactic Sfructures.• Chomsky was concerned with 
language learning, but he did not advocate teaching " tree 
diagr
a
ms" or concepts related to "surface structure" 
" deep structure"' and other elements of transformalion~I· 
generative grammar to children. Such research as we have 
on the teaching of grammar continues to show that the 
teaching of grammatical terminology to children does not 
enhance their fluency in reading and writing.• Studying 
grammar directly is not the way that most adult fluenl 
readers and writers learn to read and write even though 
many of them think that it is.• 
Noam Chomsky in his various books, has been con-
cerned with the goals of linguistic science. He proposes 
that the goal of linguistic science should be to construct a 
theory of the structure of human language, which will 
determine its universal and essent ial properties-in this 
regard, it is an essential part of science ullimately leading 
to an understanding of the workings of the human mind.' 
Since the workings of the human mind are a very essential 
matter to teachers and educators, we need to become In· 
formed about Chomsky's proposals as to how language 
learning takes place. 
One of the goals of science is to be able to 
distinguish the way things are, from the way they appear 
to be. Such is the case with the science of language and 
such is lhe case with the science o f learning. Theory Is 
essential to science and lies behind all behavior, Including 
that o f the teacher in the classroom. All teaching prac· 
tices exemplif y a theory, whether or not teachers are 
aware that th is is the case. Theories about learning a 
language are important to education since we do no t know 
how it is that human beings learn a language-only that 
they do. 
What Chomsky gave us, was a very intriguing theory 
of how language is acquired. Chomsky proposed that In 
the process of learning language, speakers have acquired 
a system of rules for relating sound meaning. They use 
these rules to make their own internal representations of 
the thoughts of other speakers, from the speech sounds 
through which such thoughts are expressed.' He further 
proposed that in order to understand another speaker's 
speech, the speaker must penetrate the phonetic disguise 
of another's thought, and that penetration Is achieved by a 
system of rules that determines the thOught from the 
phonetic shape. A knowledge of such a system, In the 
form of a theory that formulates these rules. will ilsell un· 
cover the underlying logical form of the sentence.• ChOm· 
sky became concerned with the principle that our gram· 
mar is a theory about the system of linguistic rules that 
speakers have internal ized in the process of acquiring a 
language. Post-Chomsky linguists accepted this principle 
and switched the focus of linguistic investigations away 
from the observable events of language to the structure of 
the speaker's internalized linguistic rules. Much of the 
linguistic world has become concerned with researching 
the internal reality of language and corresponding ly with 
the principles of child language learning. 
One focus of these new linguistic investigations has 
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been on the speaker's competence or knowledge which 
extends far beyond the corpus of sentences which any 
speaker has previously encountered. The concern is how 
the speaker is able to produce and understand new sen-
tences and moreover ones that bear no direct physical 
similarity or analogy to those predicted by his past ex-
perience. We ·all know that chi ldren quickly acquire the 
ability to identify, understand and produce sentences that 
they have never heard before at an early age. Such ability 
on the part of children makes it necessary to assume that 
internalized knowledge which affords this predictive 
abil ity takes the form of a system o f linguistic rules. 
Linguists have called these rules a grammar. 
As linguists have attempted to describe the pro-
cesses of rule learning in child language they have 
evoked renewed Interest in the processes of learning to 
read and write. Ken and Yetta Goodman and Frank Smith 
have developed a psycholinguistic model of the reading 
process. The psycholinguistic model of reading and 
writing contrasts with the ski l ls model-t he prevailing 
model on which the publishers base their reading and 
writ ing series. Frank Smith has called the skills model the 
"outside· in modet" because it comes from outside of the 
child and is meant to be internalized by the child in just 
the way that it is presented In publi sher's textbooks. In 
reading, the skills model supposed ly proceeds from 
sound to letter, from letter to letter combination, from let-
ter combinations to words, from words to sentence and 
ult imately to meaning. The psycholinguistic model is 
essentially an " inside·out" model since it proposes that 
meaning comes first and that the reader is making a "per-
sonal construction of the world" as he or she continues to 
search for meaning and reduce uncertainty. In such a 
model, the reader or writer acts very much like a l inguis t, 
developing hypotheses about the language and proceed· 
ing in the same way that the child proceeds as he/she 
make hypotheses about adult language, digesting Ian· 
guage data from adults and proceeding to build on 
his/her personally constructed chi ld language. 
As Courtney Cazden has written in her book, Child 
Language and Education, the chi ld first builds cognitive 
structure through experience by interaction with the world 
of language "ou tside."' He/she acquires distinctive 
features and ultimately the rules for adu lt grammar. In the 
psychol inguistic model of reading, the reader proceeds in 
much the same way and through experience, acquires the 
distinctive features of print, using cueing systems based 
on the redundancies in the writing system, the grammar of 
the language, and his/her semantic system. Both con-
tinuously enriching experiences with language and with 
literature are crucial for build ing this cognitive structure 
or prior knowledge, which is so important in developing 
reading and wri ti ng fluency. 
The psycholinguistic model of reading has much to 
say to the classroom teacher. In actuality, many class-
room teachers have validated the psycholinguistic model 
through the years alt hough they have not for the most 
part been aware of the existence of such a model, 
but have simply gone on the basis of what seems to work 
in the classroom for them. The problem Is that since we 
are very much in the pervasive grip of the skills model and 
of the various read ing schemes which support it, it is only 
the exceptional classroom teacher these days who will 
try other means. Accountability programs have put a 
premium on following the teachers' handbook for the 
reading series or teaching to t he test. 
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The Bullock Report, Language For Life, recommends 
language experience as a method of teaching reading and 
writing and is well known in both the United States and 
the United Kingdom.'' Teachers using this method may 
copy a story which the child composes and use the story 
as a read ing or writing lesson. In later school Ing, the chil d 
wil I construct his/her own language experience story and 
use it as both a reading and writing activity. Such a 
methOd is entirely consistent with psycholinguistic the-
ory and research and in fact is is psycholinguistic the· 
ory which demonstrates why the language experience 
method has had good results. A companion or related 
method is the "key word method" developed by Sylvia 
Ashton Warner explained in her books Spinster and 
Teacher. Jeanette Veatch, of Arizona State University, 
became interested in Warner's work and has used it in her 
own research in Chandler, Arizona and in American 
Samoa. Her book, Key Word Vocabulary, published by the 
Charles Merrill Company explains both the method and 
describes Iler research. " In general , teachers who use 
this method find words which have particular specialized 
private and pe rsonal meanings to children, and extend 
these meanings into a larger units of language which they 
can then treat somewhat as In the language experience 
method. In the 1950s and '60s Jeanette Veatch and others 
developed a method of teaching reading called " in-
dividualized reading," in her books, Individualizing Your 
Reading Program and Teaching Reading In The Elemen· 
tary School. Veatch proposed that It was possible to teach 
reading entirely through the use o f ch ildren's books. She 
demonstrated clearly that in reading systems or schemes 
using basal readers, books were not necessary. Reserach 
was done in the 1950s on individualizing reading. This 
research demonstrated that when teachers use the 
method, children learned to read and develop their reading 
abi lities successfull y and also develop a permanent in-
terest in reading. ' ' 
It is tragic that most teachers who currently come to 
my classes tell me that they have never heard of language 
experience or the key word vocabulary method nor have 
they heard of individually prescribed instruction, which Is 
something quite di fferent altogether. 
In the near future perhaps we can look forward to 
more positive examples of linguis tic applications to the 
teaching o f reading and writing than we have had in 
the past. The new American Association of Applied 
Linguistics should bring forth good results in these areas. 
Teachers will need to look beyond the surface at the 
deeper Implications of the work of linguis ts which will 
mean that they will need to be much more informed about 
what linguistic science is all about. We need more OP· 
portunities to bridge the gap between the practical ex · 
perience of the teacher in the classroom and the l inguist 's 
work on the mysteries of language learning. As teachers, 
we must be patient, knowing that research and develop· 
ment come very slowly in these areas where we as yet 
know so little. We must be continuously suspicious of 
publishers' materials which offer us "the method of 
teaching reading and/or writ ing," and look very carefully at 
reports such as the Bullock Committee's Language For 
Life which Is one of the few sustained investigations of 
teaching and writing done recently in an English speaking 
country. It is no accident that Language for Life recom-
mends the language experience method and relies heavily 
on language experience as a basis for Improvement in 
language arts and reading. Teachers need to find out why. 
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Further research must indicate 
whether advances in cognitive style 
prophesy a major change in ability 








by Diann M. Dees 
In order to embrace a new theory i t is often necessary 
to negate an old supposition. Fortunately, educators need 
not deny the assumption that student aptitude scores 
predict college performance; they need only expand the 
concept of "ability" to include a wider realm of skil ls. Ac-
cording to Ripple's (1977) discussion of what is needed in 
the student learning process, the beneficial affective 
characteristics inyolved in a maturing, well-adjusted per -
sonality (i.e. good sel f-esteem, motivation and social-
ization) are aspects of ski ll and should be "taught" and 
developed. These personality factors plus the various in-
tellectual abilit ies can be summed up in the term cognitive 
style. When educators accord student cognitives styles 
the proper place of importance relative to ability, then the 
philosophy of educating the whole student can better be 
realized. 
Several professors at Kansas State University have 
made a beginning toward this goal. Each has theorized 
that the student's ability to think logically, or his prefer-
ences regarding learning style or classroom environment, 
may be the most important factor determining success in 
any particular course. This hypotheses necessitates new 
criteria for judging whether an entering freshman would 
be l ikely to succeed at university work. In this time of 
retrenchment in higher education, when one wants to 
assure students of the best education during their years in 
college, one must consider what these other tests and 
measurements might be, and what implications they have 
for coll eg  teaching and advising. It would be wise for ad-
ministrators and faculty at other insti tutions to follow the 
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example of Duane Acker, President of Kansas State 
University, who continually expresses an interest in af-
fective student differences, as in his 1978 commencement 
address: 
of women and men who have made lasting con· 
tribu tions to humanity, some were extr emely bright, 
some had great courage and some possessed 
creative genius. But one characteristic was apparent 
in every life- uncommon persistence. 
Researchers must continue to study the motivational 
forces which influence students to persist until they 
succeed. And new teaching and guidance processes 
suggested by a decade of s tudy on cognit ive styles must 
be implemented. 
A major effort to study the influence o f cognitive 
style on student success had been completed by Payne 
(1977). His aim has been to measure the pattern of in-
tellectual de velopment in architectural design students 
and make use of the result ing data to improve teaching 
and learnin g. Jn o rder to link this data about their in· 
tellectual development, which he terms "learning style," 
to better classroom teaching, Payne explains the concept 
to the s tudents in a short unit of test ing and classroom 
discussion. He introduces his faculty to the concept by 
measuring their learning styles, as well, and by presenting 
teaching suggestions which logic ally result from dif· 
ferences in faculty and student's abilities to lhlnk ab· 
stractly. 
Payne's basi s for study of these cognitive styles is 
the model of learning established by Jean Piaget (1958). 
the Swis s epistemologist and psychologist: all university 
students and faculty are prog ressing, or have progressed, 
through Piaget's four stages of intellectual development. 
Payne measures these developmental differences on in· 
struments used by Suehr and Rose (undated) and Kolb. 
Rubin, and Mcintyre (1971). These tests require the in· 
dividual to rank four columns of words about learn-
ing - often with emotional connotations-according to 
how they represent his own intellectual functioning. A 
scoring key designates those words in each column which 
are descriptive of each of the four styles. Payne 
hypothesizes that the four resulting scores indicate the in· 
dividual's preference for learn ing In o e of Piaget's stages 
of development. This hypothesis assumes that all s tages 
are at least verbal and at the level of concrete operations, 
with the first two learning styles only symbolic of Piaget's 
f irst two stages. 
Several problems are Inherent in Payne's hypothesis 
and in these learning s tyle instrumen ts. Some of the 
questions which come 10 mind are: 
Is the hypothesi zed relationshp between Piaget's 
model and the four Learning Styles supportable? 
Is there any construct validity In the Learning Style 
Assessment? 
What is the reliabi lity of the instruments? 
Is it justifiable to plot these KSU freshmen scores on 
a graph based on norms establis hed with Harvard 
and MIT graduate students in Business? 
Research indicates that college freshmen, in par· 
ticular, have difficulty with the vocabulary of thi s test, and 
that four distinct cognitive styles are not as clearly 
delineated as Payne's research might lead one to think. 
Also, fac ulty members d iffer from d iscipline to discipli ne 
in their c lassroom emphasis on one of the four intellectual 
processed of the Kolb, et al. (1971) test. 
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But is the s1ud y of cognitive sty le and the perfection 
of measurement Instruments the main issue In Payne's 
work? I think not. Nor is i t the purpose of this paper to try 
10 argue these tec hnical and theoret ical issues. Payne has 
staled that his purpose is no l to in terpret the lea rning 
styles of individual students, bul to make clear both the 
dllferen~s In student cognitive structure from year to 
year, and the teaching implications which resull. He uses 
Piaget's four stages to demonstrate that all students must 
progress th rough stages o l reasoning ski l l. Ono of the 
main difficulties with Payne's t\ypothesis and Instrumen ts 
might be solved by considering his Learn ing Style con-
cept a misnomer for ability to reason concre tely or ab· 
stractly, without the affoctive bias. The redesigning o f 
testing materials so that they better refl ect Piaget's con· 
oepts might eliminate most o f the confounding effect of 
affective vocabulary, and d ifferentiate student attitude 
toward teaching for a separate study. 
In his review of related research, Payne (1977) in· 
dicates th al there is a correlation between teaching 
methods and student positive and negative attitudes (e.g. 
intelt octuaf curiosity and anxiety). Although his paper 
discusses leaching in lhe architecture design studio, its 
importance to other d isciplin es Is clear: college studenls 
who have not reached the level o f inl ellectual develop· 
men t necessary for the course conten t and instruc tor's 
teaching style will not learn as much. In addition, those 
students may not even be curious, bul instead develop 
only negative feelings. 
This problem is compounded by the fact that stu· 
dents and faculty alike are generally unaware of the fact that 
many individuals have not developed the necessary in· 
tellectual ab ilt ies before coming to college. Many fresh· 
men and sophomores probably do n<;>t recognize that they 
must and can systematically improve I heir skill In abslract 
conceptualizing and must accept a large pan of the 
responsibility for this teaching and learning. And faculty 
often do not perceive the conflict which may arise when 
they prefer to learn and teach in one style (e.g. study and 
discussion o f theory or phi los ophical concepts) and the 
students are prepared only to lea rn empiric ally, through 
concrete experiences. 
As Payne (1977) outlines In detail, there is also a 
problem of role·identifi cation for many instructors. They 
may be expected on the one hand to teach the content of a 
syllabus to a group of students, while developing 
necessary skill s and emphasizing the body o f knowledge 
as they see fi t, and, on the o ther, 10 encourage indivi dual 
development i  each student, leading him from his en· 
trance leve l to the level o f proficiency needed by the end 
of the course. These two tasks are often not easy to recon· 
cite. Those insiructor s who have spent years of graduate 
study with a dissertation director and a limited number of 
professors, working at the highest leve l of abstract 
thought, may find It diffi cult to 1each basic concepts to 
large classes of undergraduates, let alone unders tand the 
problems of freshmen. 
In fact, McKinnon and Renner (1971), recognizing the 
circularity of the problem, cile college teacher-preparation 
as the cause o f poor studenl preparation in lhe public 
schools. They wri te that many entering freshmen do not 
possess necessary intellectual abilities because their 
public school teachers did no t receive the necessary type 
of inquiry-oriented instruction In college so lhat they, in 
turn, can bring about in their pupils the highest level of 
intelloctual functioning, what Piaget calls " formal op-
FALL, 1979 
eratlons," or the ability to consider abstractly afterna· 
li
ve 
so lutions to a problem. 
Payne's (1977) solu1i on to this teaching and learning 
predicament is twofold: to begin by recognizing that the 
d iffi culty exists, and " to raise the awareness o f bo th 
students and teachers 10 the implications of the relation· 
ship between learning styles and teaching methods" 
(p. t4). When the instructor and all o f the students become 
aware of their learn ing preferences and abiliti es, there Is a 
common ground from wl1ich to progress in teaching and 
lea rning. 
Payne's conclusions parallel those of A. Stimson 
Wilcox , who has studied the learning behavior of biology 
students. By applying Piagetian lheory to his curriculum 
design, Wilco x discovered that many students are not at 
the formal operations stage of reasoning needed to learn 
the course content. He became aware of this problem 
because of the students' demons trated inability to think 
through the tasks he set for them in the labora1ory. He 
published his llndlngs with his associates Lawson, 
Carlson, Sullivan, and Wollman (1975), in the formal of a 
faculty workshop, Biology Teaching and the Development 
of Reasoning. This workshop was " the first concerted at· 
tempt to apply Piagetian ideas specif ically 10 biology in· 
st ruction." The teaching objectives and melhods used by 
Wilcox and his associates are an excellent response 10 the 
need for provid ing college students with necessary ex-
periences for developing logical thought processes. 
However, the effecl of studenl personali ty d ilferenoes on 
academic performance must also be scieniili cally d · 
dressed. It has become clear after years o f study that 
cognition does not wholly determine why some students 
are unsuccess fu l in clas s, al though their ap tllude tests In· 
dlcate the same ability as others who do succeed. 
In an effort to invesliga1 e lhe effect of per sonality lac· 
!ors on learning, Hanna, Newhause, Hudson and Kalb 
(t976) in their Educational Psychology classes conducted 
a study to determine whether students matched to in· 
structors accord ing to preferences for certain ins tructors· 
lra l ts would have better final atti tudes and course per· 
formance than those sludenl s who were poorly matched 
accord ing to the same criteria. The au thors concluded 
that because of the small number of instructors and 
students fn their study, they were neither able to establish 
that the matching experiment was successful nor 10 
generalize thei r findings. Although the authors 1ermed 
these results " resoundingly unencouraging," their brief 
artic le may have con1 ribu ted more by its ski l lfu lly 
documented lack o f success than an auspicious piece of 
research that tells us 11111e. For, significantly , they indica1e 
1n their f inal paragraph another aspect of learning which 
should be studieO: " ii is possible that some positive af. 
lective changes might be fostered (or hindered) by match· 
ing" (p. 370). It is unclear whether the aulhor s woul d in · 
terpret " Instructors' trai ts" in the sense o f the affec tive 
learning style responses as defined by Mann (197t), and 
Grasha (1972), who maintain that students can be 
classified into styles by their subjec1ive emotional at· 
titudes toward learning and teaching; or acco rdlflg to 
those of Kolb, Rubin and Mcintyre (1 971), who , along with 
Suehr and Rose (undated), advocate idenllf ylng 
predominant learning styles by measuring a mixture of at· 
tltude and intellectual abili ty, and recommend balancing 
these abilities in four d imensions. The latter believe that 
once a balance of skill is reached in the four " styles" of 
their test, reasoning can proceed no matter what the level 
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of concreteness or abstractness in fhe problem to be 
solved. 
According to this viewpoint, the instructor should 
seek to foster intellectual development either by 
modifying his own teaching style to suit student needs or 
by helping them Improve their teaming skills to meet the 
demands of hrs teaching methods. However, the matching 
of students to Instructors causes some educators to fear 
that the resu lt will be a conforming adaptation without 
creative growth. Depending upon the criteria selected for 
matching, It may create a static classroom situation In 
which the affec tive learning goats might be seriously hln· 
dered, as Hanna, et al. noted. 
A beli ef In the Importance of these affective learn Ing 
goals led to an attempt by Jerome Dees to modify Payne's 
learning styles discussion in an English Composition I 
course. He sought to determine the learning s tyles of his 
typically diverse class and adapt his teaching so that more 
students would successfully complete the departmentally 
prescribed syllabus. He hoped that the learning styles 
discussion would lead students to understand better their 
strengths ;,ind weaknesses so that they would have an 
improved attitude toward themselves and this re<iuire<I 
course. The instructor's rejection of the concept of student 
and instructor matching was in part based on the 
philosophy of McKeachie (1978) who believes that such 
assigning is "possibly undesirable" because students 
would lose a variety of learn ing experiences, and that such 
decisions are generally based on data that are too 
unreliable. McKeachie further believes that teachers can 
be trained to teach effec tively those students wi t11 dif · 
ferent learning styles and interest levels, and that II 
shou ld be a reciprocal learning experience (p. 204). Un-
fortunately, while in basic agreement with this philosophy 
that the instructor can modify his methods to meet the 
needs of various s tudents, Dees found that following the 
departmental syllabus did not easily permit the needed in-
dividualization. Test results revealed many cognitive 
styles and skill levels among his students, a situation 
which suggested the need for a tutorial approach to 
leaching the course. However, the traditional teaching 
model of the didactic instructor and the passive student Is 
implicit In many composition courses: the instructor 
demonstrates how to write and the students duplicate the 
method whether their cognitive style is verbally oriented, 
or not. 
The problems Involved in individualizing the teaching 
of a course s tructured like Composition I i llustrate some 
of the many unfavorable teaching conditions which llmlt 
the Instructor's abil ity to increase student achievement. 
These factors doomed the pilot study to limiled success. 
Nevertheless. the research was useful in thal It both 
suggested ways that cognitive style knowledge can be 
made of greater use to students and instructors, and 
tested whether a full-scale experiment would require the 
use of new testing materials. The' Dees study also sought 
to test one of the main objectives which Payne (1977) 
described in his conclusion, that is, the value of "making 
conscious and explicit attitudes and assumptions thal are 
normally implicit and often unclear and confusing" (p. 14). 
Although no definite conclusions can be drawn from the 
class discussion with the Comp I students, it seems likely 
that these attitudes and assumptions not specifically 
dealt with In the Hanna et al. (1976) experiment may be im· 
portant factors in course success. Furthermore, the 
positive affective changes that can result from cogn itive 
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style discussion, and resulting self·perception, might be 
looked upon as the "silent curriculum" described by 
Hosford (1976), who stated that there is seldom the same 
time given to its planning and evaluation as to that of the 
basic curriculum concerns. The goal of the silent 
curriculum is to foster a desire for learning, the develop· 
ment of a healthy self-concept and a respect for others. 
Further research must indicate whether advances in 
cognitive style knowledge prophesy a major change in 
ability measurement and the prediction of academic suc-
cess. The fact that instruction about pupil learning styles 
is being used to increase the adjustmen t o f elementary 
and secondary school children, also, demonstrates that 
the importance of a favorable and realistic self-concept 
may be a counseling and teaching dimension too tong 
neglected as an issue in academic measurement. It is 
hoped that future studies Invo lving cognitive style and 
achievement will corroborate this belief, and point to the 
need for a new emphasis on the Interaction of curricula, 
materials and teaching styles for the furtherance of 
student success. 
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An article which reveals the ver· 
bi/vocal responses of students who 









by Jane Dunlap, Isobel Pfeiffer 
and Frederick Schultz 
From September, 1977, till December, 1978, ap· 
proximately 200 students of The University of Akron were 
Involved In a doctoral study which Investigated l~arnlng 
styles. Twenty-eight students were part of a preliminary 
Piiot Study; 129 other students ultimately provided data 
for the study by taking pretests, treatments and posttests. 
Research focused on a comparison of review techniques 
in Business English classes with registration primarily or 
two·year technical students. Traditional re-reading or 
assigned printed material was contrasted with students' 
attention to televised re·runs of their previous classroom 
structional periods. Results show that review by watching 
videotaped re·runs was "equal to or better than reading 
and re.,eading" assigned printed material. 
Several statistical consequences of the study may 
capture the attention of alert educators on lhe IOOkout for 
effective new modes of classroom instruction. The ages 
of students who learn well from videotaped review appear 
to be inconsequential. Sex, however, does make a dlf· 
ference. That Is, women's scores were higherl But basic 
learning ability as evidenced by ACT scores is not an In· 
fluenlial element in video review effect. The time of the 
£DUCA TIONllL CONSIDER/\ TIONS, Vol. 7, No. 1, fa/11979 
year, the presence or absence of co lor TV for replay pur· 
poses-all were nonslgniflcant factors when the data was 
processed and analyzed. 
Then what is the most conspicuous response of 
students who participated in the protracted study? An· 
swer: enthusiasm. Or " affirmative effective response," as 
educators would be wont 10 describe it. The result is not 
surprising, considering experimental studies conducted 
earlier which indicated thal students "enjoy learning 
when in the presence of media they understand" (Mager, 
1975). And by myriad surveys, television is "a familiar tool 
of instruction to more than 15 million students" (Today's 
Education, 1978). 
Documentation of their approval of the experimental 
process was gained by the administering of a four-
question posttest at the close of the study. Students who 
completed all phases provided answers to the questions; 
most of them also took advantage of the opportunity to 
fill in a blank reserved for Comments About the Ex· 
periment. Some samples or their anonymously provided 
observations about video review, authentic and un-
corrected, are as follows: 




was alright. At least belier than reading." 
" What I think is that it's a nice change from the 
everyday type of studying. " 
" I thought I probably learned more than If I would of 
used the paper because I used more senses in 
picking up the information." 
" I think we have more 'partlclpalience· In watching 
ourselves on the televis ion." 
"W
hal I 
say is the audial·vldlal result for memory pur· 
poses is fantastic !" 
Not all statements were g lowing ly affirmative, but 
results showed a maJority of yes answers to the following 
questions: 
1) In reviewing material .•. d id you find the (video) 
means of review to be helpful? (95% said yes) 
2) Did you find the method of studying to be 
pleasant? (85% said yes) 
3) Did you derive enjoyment from being tele· 
vised? (57% said yes) 
4) Do you en Joy your English classes? (63% said yes) 
Making deductions about student reaction to the 
review technique, one notices that the highest percentage 
of approval was related to the actual review process. Can 
this deduction be extended to mean that students put 
valuable learning techniques ahead or ego trips which 
watching themselves might provide? Can it also be con· 
eluded that the participants In the study appear to be 
grateful that they could learn raster by turning to their old 
friend, " the tube"? 
The video process which " made English a game" was 
in two sub-processes-one, with the TV camera's focus 
primaril y on the instructor (called Teleteaching) and the 
other, with the TV camera's focus primarily on the stu-
dents (called Teleleaming). fl appeared, after analysis of the 
study, that no matter which way the cameras were aimed, 
the Tele-add itives provided an acceptable, useful form of 
enlightenment for Business English students. It should be 
pointed out here that most of the participants, with their 
strong technical orientation, were somewhat "language 
limited." They were en route to careers In data processing, 
1S 
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food handling. middle management in transPortation and 
Industry 0< to supervision roles in a myriad of office 
systems. Very few showed signs of being either readers or 
writers, by preference. If there was a surprising (and 
pleasing) result, i t was that they appeared to accept 
cognitive material presented on the screen with the same 
wi llingness that they'd have agreed to watch " The Dating 
Game" or " The Gong Show.'" 
What impact does the study have on today's 
education, or, for that matter, on today's educator? First, it 
should Increase the respect which administrators and 
teachers show to the "in" thing for kids. In other words, 
since American young people already have their ears and 
eyes tuned to television, don't fight it. Take advantage of 
it. And i f they are attracted to watching themselves and 
their friends-either "live" or on the TV screen-move 
something worthwhile into the picture. Almost all 
teachers would have a substantial amount of mat erial 
which they would immediately classify as " worthwhile." 
Second, when a student Is hones t enough lo write 
that "there Is more participatience In watching ourselves 
on the screen," an alert instructor would get the double 
meaning of "participalience." The misspel ling may have 
been a deeply significant Freudian slip. Can't we deduce 
that there might not be a gratifying feeling in students 
when they are force-fed too many classroom per· 
formances which star only the teacher? In essence, what 
the student comment substantiates is the lesson taught In 
the Erickson & Curl textbook which describes three " Im-
portant !actors of learning" (t973) as being: 1) repeti tion, 
2) egocentrici ty grati fication and 3) partic ipation. 
Thi rd , and last, a percep tive observer should no t 
overlook the s tatement submitted by the student who im· 
plied "audial·vidial " impact was a str ongly affirmative 
force on memory. His/her opinions seem to concur wit h 
Gagne's observations that "high recallability of learning 
could best be achieved by orderly manipulation of 
repetition" (1977), and with Allen's equally relevant com-
ment: 
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The feedback dimensions (of television and video· 
tape) are particularly helpfu l to students in help ing 
them find a suit able style and language level ... 
They are activated to discover their own pacing and 
appropriate vocabulary. (Allen & Ryan, 1969, pp. 29, 
63) 
The study which dealt with the investigation of learn· 
ing styles - particularly those which dealt with two 
methoas of video replay-was conducted fn 1978. By 
almost any standard of measurement, the study could be 
described as an honest reflection o f today's life and learn· 
ing. Add itional validation of the underlying authenticity of 
the experiment could be gained from the wbrds of Ralph 
Tyler, who said: 
Limitations in learning . .. are not limitations in the 
students' intelligence, but are limitations in the in· 
ventiveness of those who devise learning ex -
periences which stimulate and challenge. (Change, 
1978) 
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by Mary L. Keaton 
and Alvin E. Keaton 
Demands for accountability in higher education have 
produced a large number of books and articles on the sub· 
ject and a large number of long-range planning com· 
mittees on the campuses. With the demands have also 
come a number of statements of perspectives on ac· 
countability. The following paper is an attempt to ac· 
complish three things. First, we sketch several per· 
spectives which we believe serve jointly to exhaust Iha 
opinion 11eld of accountability. Second, we focus upon 
what we believe to be the two central problems attending 
accountablllly in higher education: (a) criteria tor faculty 
evaluation and (b) total systems on Instit utional ac· 
countability. Third, it is our opinion that a resolution of the 
problem o f criteria will almost immediately lead to a 
solution to the problem of total system accountabi lity. 
It might be added parenthet ically that much, and 
perhaps. even most, of the problem of accountability In 
higher education stems from a confusion of empirical with 
analytical considerations. For instance, when one raises 
the objection to student evaluation on the grounds that a 
charismatic teacher might mislead the students, the ob· 
jection and its rebuttal are founded on largely analytical 
considerations. II education is defined as the passing on 
of tradition !hen the objection is well founded. If 
education Is defined as a force for change, then the Ob· 
jection is not well founded. 
Definitions or accountability usually attempt to an· 
swer the question, "Who is responsible to whom tor 
what?" (Dennis, 1975; Dressel, 1976; Outputs, 1970). Tile 
answers to this question are legion, and the perspectives 
differ with the writer's profession. Some say ac· 
countabi lity means evaluation of faculty output. Others 
say all aspects of the institution must be evaluated. In any 
even t, teacher accountability can best be looked at as one 
aspect of a general demand by taxpayers, the federal 
government. state legislators, students and industry !hat 
institutions of higher education be held accountable for 
resources used and programs offered-for the oulput of 
the institution. Let us look first at what the literature has 
to offer and then consider some thoughts about that 
literature. 
Paul Dressel (1976) suggests that evaluation of 
faculty is a necessary ingredient of accountability, but 
that accounlabil lty encompasses a wider perspective. 
" Evaluation has been concerned solely with impact or out· 
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come (effectiveness); accounlability adds efficiency - the 
relation between outcomes and resource utilization" 
(p. 73). 
In Outputs of Higher Education, as in Dressel, one en-
counters the same basic Ingredients which are con-
sidered necessary for any accountability program. The 
ingredients are (1) determination of institutional goals and 
objectives, (2) implementation of one of several alternative 
programs which have been evaluated for cost effec· 
liveness and (3) evaluation of programs. The big questions 
become " who sets the goals and objectives? " "Who 
eva
l
ua tes?" ' 'Who is evaluated?'' and "Who evaluates 
whom?" If we could answer these quest ions, probably we 
wou ld have answered the question of " How can ac· 
countabilit y programs be implemented within an In· 
sti tution?)I 
The focus for evaluation inevitably narrows to the 
faculty. Let us repeat that for many writers on ac· 
countability, faculty evaluation and accountability were 
synonymous. The faculty are understandably nervous, if 
not hostile. Accountability means change, and the change 
may be beyond their con trot. 
Dressel (1976) points out, 100, that " those who 
evaluate may ultimately direct and control" (p. 332). In 
most of the articles reviewed, the administration assumed 
the role of evaluator. This assumption is indeed 
threatening to faculties. The administration has much 
greater access to the state agencies and leg islative com· 
mittees who ultimately decide the budgets of the in· 
stitutions of higher education. And within ind ividual in-
stitu tions, administrators determine how resources will 
be allocated, although faculty members may have input 
about how the resources wi ll be distributed. Fur thermore, 
it is the administration of the school that the state 
legislature ultimately holds responsible. 
Accountability can be thought of as an attempt to 
build in change through program review and development 
as a part of university planning. Accountability is a means, 
too, of responding to demands for change. With the ap-
pearance on the campus o f the so·called new student, 
demands for relevancy and for more student services to 
aid minorities to enter and compete in the academic world 
have been heard more freQuently. The response has been 
to provide new programs to meet those needs. Often, at 
first, the new programs were supported by federa l funds, 
but eventually institutions are expected to pick up the bill. 
Accountability programs can facllllate the process of 
developing and funding new programs and thus of im· 
plementing change. 
Many of the new programs have brought to !he cam· 
pus a new class of pro fessionals who desire a voice in 
university governance. While at one time the faculties of 
Insti tutions of higher education might have argued that 
they alone shou ld decide Issues on the campus, they are 
alone no more. Counselors and others on the campus, 
students especial ly, surely have a right to be included in 
the planning of institutional programs. 
In some states, decisions about academic programs 
are now being made by state officials in the state 
education agencies. (Lindemann, 1974; Trow, in Daedalus, 
1975). These people may have little or no knowledge on 
which to base specific educational program decisions. 
A major problem in instituting accountability pro· 
grams has centered around the Question of what should 
be the goals and objectives o f higher education. 
Should higher education concern itself only with 
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measurable objectives? Often listed among the benefits 
of higher education are a number or abstract concepts, 
generally labeled as social goals, which cannot be 
measured and which may not emerge until after the in-
dividuaf leaves the institution . For example, a college 
education Is supposed to instill a greater tolerance of 
diversity and acceptance of social change. Institutions of 
higher education are also considered to be factories 
wherein new knowledge is produced and then applied for 
the public good. 
There are no adequate measures for evaluating the 
quality and quantity of these outputs, especially for in-
dividual institutions and for ind!Yidual faculty members. 
Two reading experts in systems analysis, C. West Church· 
man and Alain C. Enthoven, suggest that not arr ob· 
jectives can be measured and that it would be dangerous 
to disregard such goals as developing the inquiring mind 
(Churchman, Outputs, 1970) simply because the goals 
cannot be measured. However, Enthoven states that "a 
cost analys is may identify some bad choices even withou t 
being able to indicate the right ones. This point is clearly 
related to another equally Important one about program 
analysis; that is, analysis should be conceived as the ser· 
vant of judgment, not as a substitute for it" (Outputs, 
p. 54). 
Enthoven suggest that in higher education. efforts 
should be made to obtain the best measures that are 
available in order to facilitate decisions: 
r would not waste much time trying to develop 
an Index of total knowledge, discovered or trans-
mitted, in the hope that I co uld then use it to eval-
uate alternative programs ... Rather, I would be· 
gin by trying to understand very well where we are 
now, and on what basis allocation decisions are now 
being made, and what might be done to improve that 
basis (p. 53). 
Whole we have stated that faculties are threatened by 
accountability, we should also note that more is involved 
here than is encapsulated In any description of faculty 
members subjective responses or hypotheses about 
causes of these subject ive responses. What is ultimately 
at Issue is the question of criteria. Faculty members of 
lead ing institutions are supposed to se t the standard for 
excellence-and if thi s premise is accepted, by what stan-
dard are they to be evaluated? For example, a piece of 
socio logical research is evaluated in terms of practices 
and canons of sociological research espoused by Merton, 
Parsons, Homans, Davis, Coleman, etc. What these men 
practice is the standard, and what they call sociology is 
sociology. Thus it might correctively be charged that a 
demand for evaluation is ultimately a demand for con-
formity-conformity to the practice of the readers in the 
field. 
On the part of faculties o f less prestigious schools, 
the foregoing objection can, In large part, be met by 
posing the following argument: 
At the introductory level, II Is quite proper to expect 
conformity to the standards of the discipline. The teacher 
Is expected to introduce his or her students to a certain 
body of concepts and practices which are called 
psychology, sociology, literary cri ticism, etc. In doing 
this, the teacher is simply Instructing students in the use 
of certain words with no necessary commitment to the 
adequacy of the system of concepts embodied in :he 
words. 
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At some higher level, admittedly vaguely defined, the 
teacher will be permitted to take issue with the ways of 
talking espoused by his colleagues. But two important 
considerations attend the above practice: (1) When the 
teacher takes issue with some established way of talking 
or doing, lt is quite clear to his students, his peers, and 
himself , just what it Is he is taking issue with. (2) The 
teacher wi ll have demonstrated at least the minimal co m-
petence needed to be a carrier of currure, realizing that to 
be a carrier of culture Is not to be a creator of culture. Thus 
we can verify that the public is getting something for its 
money. 
However desirable faculty outputs are finally defined, 
and whatever criteria is finally employed to measure those 
outputs, it is the wri ters· opinion that educational in· 
stitutions will eventually reach some more or less " fixed " 
solu tion. When a fixed solu tion is arrived at within any 
given university, it will then be possible to evaluate the 
to tal institution. 
For when the twin questions o f "What should the 
Faculty do?" and ' 'Whal measure will count as deter-
mining that they have done what they are supposed to 
do?" are answered-then standard business optimization 
techniques can be employed. Ultimately, the market. I.e., 
student demand, will determine where adjustments will be 
made. Whether a new counselor for student services 1s 
hired or whether a new philosophy instructor is employed 
will be determined on the basis of "marginal utllity," 
based upon some measure of quantity versus quality 
tradeoffs within the respec tive departments. In principle, 
the formula could and probably will be applied across the 
board to Include maintenance men, public relations per-
sonnel, and indeed, the entire faculty and staff of 111e 
university. 
Although "fixed solutions" (in two senses) are an· 
ticipated, the cautions o f Churchman and Enthoven 
should not be ignored. We must not disregard such 
desirable nonmeasurable objectives as " developing the 
inquiring mind." But can these soft objectives be pro-
tected and maintained In the anticipated "university as a 
business" sketched above. 
And thus the central problem for researchers In the 
area of accountability In higher education emerges: " How 
can we give due weight to the nonmeasurable aspects of 
the h lg her educational experience and due credit to those 
Individuals who foster that experience?" 
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Students help is needed in both plan-
ning and conducting workshops if the 
program is to provide meaningful train-
ing for the participants who will be 
working with students. 
Education 







by Kent A. Laudeman 
One of the most serious problems facin g the youth of 
today and their administrators, counselors and teachers is 
the use and abuse ol drugs and its Impact upon present 
and future generations. 
The Vietnam conflict was perhaps an epoch in itself 
in heightening our concern with youth and drug abuse. 
Eventually, the problem became so pronounced that by 
March of 1970, the President stated, "There Is no priority 
higher In this administration than to see that chll· 
dren - and the public learn the facts about drugs In 
the right way tor the right purpose, through education:· 
(Faber, 1973, p. 11) Immediately, Congress, lor the fiscal 
year 1970, appropriated nearly $16 million for drug 
education and training programs. During the fiscal years 
of 1975, 1976and 1977 under the Amendments to the Drug 
Education Act, Congress authorized respective expen· 
dltures o f $26, 30 and 34 million. If the add itional funds 
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under other federal, s tate and local resources were added. 
the expected expenditure for the current year could well 
exceed $100 million in drug and alcohol training programs 
and projects. 
In prac tically every metropolitan community, the 
same spiralling series of events have been noted in the 
newspaper: the recent death or arrest o f a young person 
addicted to drugs, the pleas of his/her parents, the 
newspaper stories depicting the fife of a drug or alcohol 
abuser, the request for funds by a community drug abuse 
committee, the use of drugs by focal high school, junior 
high school and elementary school students, and even· 
tually the announcement of a school corporation's drug 
education workshop for their personnel. This does not In· 
elude the additional incidents and experiences that could 
be added by numerous school officials, personnel of 
various community agencies, and law enforcement of· 
ficers. 
Student oriented programs 
Initially it was stated that the problem involved both 
youth and personnel in educational institutions. Without 
question, the goal of schools and school personnel 
should be the deliberate education of youth. Educational 
institutions and community agencies must perceive 
learning as a resultant function of deliberate eduoa11on. 
In achieving this goal, Ca rl Rogers, (1969) in his book 
Freedom to Learn, has described one kind of learning as 
experiential : where students discover something slg· 
nifican t to them because of their personal involvement 
of fee lings and thoughts. Robert Ebel, (1972) in an address 
lo elementary school principals al a nati onal conference. 
described the human side ol learn ing, a concep t that in-
cludes those things that make us truly human: human 
beli efs, atti tudes, fee lings, understandings and concern s. 
Program planning for drug abuse workshops and con· 
ferences concerning student learning cannot take place in 
an admin istrator or teacher vacuum. 
Earl Keely once said, "We've got thi s marvelous 
school system with beautiful build ings and magnificent 
curriculum and these great teachers ... marvelous ad· 
ministrators, and then, damn it all the parents sent us lhe 
wrong kids." (Combs. 1973, p. 39). 
That which Earl Keely was saying about schools is a 
concern of many in regard to crisis oriented drug 
education workshops. A very fine program may be in· 
tended but in this case the " wrong kids" can be sub-
stituted with NO KIDS. Generally, when considering 
students in a complete series of workshop activities there 
must be student involvement in both planning and con· 
ducting of all wo<kshop phases. Numerous drug educa-
tion programs have failed because the content ignored the 
target audience, the student. 
Drug education programs that failed 
Generally speaking, most drug abuse workshops for 
teachers have been devoted to the presentation of a 
quagmire of different types of drug substances, lheir el· 
fects, statistics relating to drug use and abuse and legal 
issues concerning drug use. A number of fact and in· 
formation oriented drug education programs have en· 
couraged students to use drugs rather than prevent their 
use! 
Robinson (1975) in reviewing three studies Involving 
Penn State Universi ty ~tudents, high school students In 
Massachusetts, and high school students representing a 
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large metropolitan area indicated respectively: 1.) 1he 
more they know the more likely they are to try cer1ain 
drugs, 2.) the more one knows 1he more pro-drug is their 
attitude, and 3.) most information comes not from school 
classes or drug programs but from friends and peers. In all 
three studies, drug education programs focused on drugs 
not students. 
Hoffman (1971) analyzed atti tude scale responses of 
students and discovered the more knowledge the student 
had the more favorable was his attitude toward drug use. 
Swisher, Crawford, Goldstein and Yura (1971) in a study of 
high school and college students indicated factual 
programs led to a desensitization of fears of drugs which 
could result in grea1er drug experimentation and use. 
Other writers {Goodstadt, 1975; Swisher and Harmon, 
1970; Stuart, 1974; and Bard, 1975) have suggested lhal 
knowledge or information approaches may be counter· 
productive or may be reta1ed to increased drug use. The 
effects of mosl drug education programs have been so un· 
clea r that the Nationa l Commission on Marijuana and 
Drug Abuse eventually declared a moratorium un til such 
time as the programs could be evaluated and become 
more realistic in orientation. 
One approach to improve drug education programs 
would include the partic lpalion ot students In planning 
and conducting drug abuse workshops or inservice 
programs prepared for and presented to personnel who 
Implement a K· 12 drug education program. 
Student involvement 
Students must be deeply Involved in any proposed 
drug education workshop or conference. Several wri ters 
(An tonow, Eicke and Mathers, 1976; Fagerberg & Fager· 
berg, 1976) emphasized the importance of student In· 
volvement but failed to suggest how students might par-
ticipate In pla nning and implementing a drug education 
workshop. Part of the current d ilemma grows out of the 
problem of identifying students who will be open and 
stralghlforward regarding !heir perceptions of 1he pro· 
posed workshop or conference content. This has been 
an extension of the communication gap that exists be· 
tween students and their leachers, counselors, ad · 
mlnlslrators and parents. Dearden and Jekel (1971) have 
best described this gap in their statement, studen ls ... 
"foll that teachers and school administrators were In· 
sensitive to students and regarded them as faces in the 
crowd instead of human beings, and they expressed rear 
of being themselves around parents and other adults, who 
condemned drug behavior but were unwill ing to sit calmly 
and rationally and discuss the situation" (p. 120). 
Trad itio nal approaches to Identifying students have in· 
eluded representatives from the student council, lrom 
various clubs and organizations, lrom religious groups, 
from drug education classes and from nominations at 
large. The pllfalls apparenl with the traditional approaches 
have resulted in identifying students who have values and 
attlludes simi lar lo the school personnel being trained In 
the lnservice programs or workshops. Students are ider» 
titled who are not knowledgeable of the current drug 
scene and who do not have the perceptions of the larget 
audience. Students who might make greater contribulions 
include youlh from peer influence programs, peer coun· 
selors and youth involved in rap room activities, youth 
from community hot line programs, youth leaders from 
community addiction agencies, young people from com-
munity youth agencies/centers and youth from com· 
munity socio·medical·health agencies and organizations. 
If rehabilitaled young people from the community drug 
program are selected, caution should be ex rcised 
relative to hew 1hey might be used in the program. Too 
much reliving of personal experiences as a drug addic t 
permits listeners to inler that if he/she used all of those 
drugs at one time then they cannot be all lhat bad. Over 
the pas t three years, thi s writer has used students from a 
peer inf luence program when teaching a graduate course 
In alcohol and drug education. These students have been 
open, honest and sincere in sharing their perceptions con· 
cerning drug education programs and have helped the 
teachers, counselors and others In providing suggestions 
and feedback concerning proposed programs. 
In those si1ua1ions where studen1 resources are not 
available, it might behove the counselors and admln· 
lstralors to think about developing a peer influence/ 
co
unse ing 
program In conjunction with initiating drug 
education workshops and training programs. A concise 
presentation on the organ ization, implementat ion and 
evalua tion of peer counseling programs has been pre. 
sented by Crosson.Johnson (1976). Other peer types of 
programs exist in Indiana, Michigan, California, Ill inois , 
Missouri, Florida, Texas. New York and other states. 
Once lhe students have been identified, !hey should 
be used In the selection of the workshop participants, 
thus implementing lhe 1ralnlng ol a participanl who has 
already established intlal rapport with studenls. The par· 
ticipant could be a teacher, counselor, administrator, 
school nurse or yes, even a custodian. Someone whom 
the sludents can idenll fy with and talk to concerning 
student interests. Last but not least, the planning com· 
millee should identify student representatives who wil l 
participate in the workshop or train ing sessions. The 
student representatives will become the "core Sludent 
members" following the training/workshop sessions. 
Drug workshop program 
Traditionally, al least one-half or all of the workshop 
periods has been devoted lo the presentation of facts. The 
participant does nol need lo know all the parameters of 
the drug problem, i.e., number of addicts, age and 
economic groupings, police statislics on usage and 
arrest, drug categories, pharmacology, brand names, etc., 
to understand why students are using drugs. Students 
have indicated the paramount problem is the teenager's 
self.perception and tho quest ion of why he/she Is ex· 
perimenting with and turning to the use and abuse of 
drugs? The school's product, the student, musl be in· 
volved i n answering th is question in the development of 
workshop tapes, booklets a.nd learning experiences tor 
use by other sludents and teachers. 
The workShop or training program tor the participants 
should focus upon elemenls of the profile of a drug user 
and the development of life skil ls. The profile of a drug 
user includes the following elements: the drug user 1.) has 
a poor self -co ncept, 2.) has been unable to relate to 
o thers, 3). has been unable to resist peer pressure, and 
4.) has been unable to cope with feelings, stress, and 
everyday problems. The development of life skills should 
include activities in value clarification and skills In 
problem solving and decision making, skills In com-
munication, skills In coping with stress and conflict, (peer 
pressure) and activi ties to develop self.concept. A final 
element should include identifying alternatives 10 drug 
use and abuse. Students Mve repeatedly Indicated that 
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too oflen the traditional drug education programs and 
classes have emphasized the facts and inf0<mation as· 
pects under the cognitive component and have failed to 
pursue concepts and activi ties under the affective com· 
ponent, the component most concerned with growing up 
and daily I iving ! 
Student representatives who attend and participate in 
a drug education workshop can serve as " rea lity barom· 
eters" to insure that the workshop activi ties and out· 
comes will be effective when applied to the general stu· 
dent population. As a result of the training, student repre· 
sentatlves can become core members on teams to work 
with Other school personnel in presenting drug education 
concepts in classroom and other group settings. Student 
core members can become the catalysts for motivating 
students to become involved in peer group activities or ac· 
tivltles oriented toward various components of the 
school's drug education program. Trained student core 
members might be used in peer counseling activities, 
drug crisis management and rumor control, Information 
dissemination, parent and community involvement and in· 
formation, service to fellow students and community pro· 
jects. group counseling sessions and as change agents 
for school system. The outcomes from selecting and In· 
volvlng students in drug education sessions and work· 
shops relative to the proposed components of such a 
workshop can be profound in Its effect upon the atmos· 
phere of the school. 
Some suggestions 
With the help of teachers and students In the writer's 
drug education course, a number of sugges tions for drug 
abuse workshops and training sessions have been iden· 
tlfled. These are as follows: 
1. Drug education workshops or lnservice programs for 
school personnel should be objective or goal oriented 
and on-going rather than crash or,crisis-oriented. 
2. Drug education workshops used to train school per· 
sonnel must include students in planning and im-
plementing the education/training sessions. 
3. Drug education workshops shou ld emphasize a con-
fluent education, both cognitive and affective elements, 
and give particular attention to sk ills, strategies and 
techniques used in developing affective components. 
4. Affective elements of a drug education workshop 
should Include skills , strategies and techniques in value 
clari fication, decision making, effective communication 
and development of self·concept In daily living. 
5. Lile skills for daily living as a part of the drug education 
workshop should include goal setting, conflict resolu· 
lion, alternatives to drug use, peer group pressure and 
critical thinking concerning any substance that has the 
potential to harm one's body. 
6. Drug education workshops should encourage an atmos· 
phere which promotes free, open and honest discus· 
slon of problems pertaining to students and staff mem· 
bers. 
7. Since the literature indicates students obtain most of 
their information concerning drug substances from 
peers. peer counseling/facilitator programs should be 
Included as a topic in drug education workshops. 
FALL, 1979 
Conclusions 
The primary goal In teaching Is the deliberate educa· 
lion of youth. Drug education workshops and training 
sessions provide an ideal opportunity to involve students 
In solving a problem of concern to both them and older 
generations. The proposed approach would prepare stu· 
dents to solve their own problems through the joint efforts 
of all concerned. Can parents and educators neglec t lo 
consider the needs and Involvement of those from whom 
the program is to pro foundly effec t? If the answer is yes, 
then one must conclude that education may be in deep 
trouble. 
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A planned stimulat ion program for in-
fants with developmental problems 
uti
l izing individual 
program plans has 
greater beneficial effects than does 
traditional periodic follow-up care 
alone. 




by Grace E. Holmes, R.ichard L. Simpson 
and Lee Ann Britain 
Inclusion of handicapped children in preschool 
programs has become Increasingly common during the 
past decade. It has long been assumed that the most 
promising results in development might be expected in 
children who could be identified and remediated at a very 
early age. This assumption gave impetus to the designing 
of strategies for earlier diagnosis and intervention in 
children with developmental disabilities. Supported by 
state and federal monies and encouraged by a sense o f 
ethical responsibility, numerous infant and preschool 
programs for exceptional chi ldren have been established 
recently in this country. 
Many of these intervention programs were founded in 
the absence of a background of any established curricula 
or structure. Of necessity most have been innovative as 
reports by Gray & Klaus (1970), Berel , Diller & Orgel (1971) 
and Bradthe, Klrkapatrl ck & Rosenblatt (1972) indicate. 
Cornish (1970) suggested that even unsuccessful pro· 
grams have provided worthwhile feedback regarding the 
efficacy of specific procedures. However, very few studies 
have been done to prove the tong-term value of early in· 
tervention. Those studies that are reported generally have 
offered littl e objective evidence for the benefits of early in· 
terventlon programs. Therefore, appropriate areas o f in-
vestigation are two-fold; namely, establishment of the el· 
fectiveness of such programs in general. and the evalua-
tion of the validity of specific intervention procedures. 
The purpose of the present study was to compare the 
developmental progress of preschool handicapped chil· 
dron who were attending an Infant stimulation center with 
a similar group of children not attending such a program, 
but who were receiving regular follow·UP care as out· 
patients in a growth and development unit of a major 
university medica l center. 
Methods 
Subjects and therapeutic environments 
Children from two different therapy environments 
were compared in a retrospective study with regard to 
their developmen tal progress. Twenty-two children were 
seen regularly In a local Infant st imulat ion program, the In· 
fant Development Center (IDC), and 33 were followed 
through the Growth and Development Unit (GOU) of the 
University of Kansas Medical Center, College of Health 
Sciences and Hospital. 
The Infant De velopment C ter opened in 1972 as an 
early intervention and enrichment program designed to 
serve Kansas residents with delayed development be-
tween the ages of birth and three years. The purpose o f the 
ID
C 
program is to provide emotional support and develop-
ment education and stimulation for both the Infant and his 
family immediately upon Iden tification of the child's 
problem. Individualized goals re set for each child by 
both his family and the staff and the child is encouraged 
to acquire optimum skills in all areas of development 
through a multi-disciplinary approach. The staff has 
training and experience in the fields of speech pathology, 
social work, nursing, early chi ldhood education, OC· 
cupational therapy, physical therapy and pediatrics. The 
center maintains close communication with the child's 
primary physician and referrals for add itional services are 
made as indicated. Mothers accompany their children to 
the center and are taught developmental stimulation 
techniques in the areas of cognitive development, self· 
help skill , language stimulation and fine and gross motor 
skills. Children and mothers are seen either Individually or 
in small groups often on a weekly basis. Parent coun· 
seling services and home visits are a part of the program. 
When the child reaches the age of 3, he and his family are 
guided toward placement in another program in the com· 
munlty. 
The GOU is the service arm of the University Affili ated 
Facility (UAF) t the University of Kansas Medical Center, 
College of Health Sciences and Hospital, Kansas City, 
Kan
sas, 
and is the patient advocate for developmentally 
disa
b l
ed chi ldren. The unit stresses liaison between 
patient, medical center and the community in both the 
states of Kansas and Missouri. Patients of the GOU 
receive services as a part of the UAF training vehicle. 
Students from various disciplines participate along with 
pro fessional staff in the initial evaluation and in all facets 
of the care of the multiply handicapped chi Id. This care In· 
eludes integration into the community via day care cen· 
ters, special education in the publ ic schools, long·ter m 
follow-up by social and health agencies and participation 
in programs of voluntary agencies. The patients are 
recalled at intervals of 3 to 12 months for pediatri c 
reevaluation or for return to another discipline, and are 
tracked through a pending file. Patient follow-up is 
facilitated by the participation of a nurse clinician who 
makes home visits and recommends reevaluation in ap· 
propriate areas. 
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It is readily apparent that these two treatment en· 
vironments for developmentally d isabled children differ In 
emphasis. Whereas the IDC is a service-oriented program, 
the GOU orientation is primarily that of a training setting 
for students in various professions in addition to offering 
services. 
Children chosen for the study were born between 
1968 and 1974 and were followed in one of these two treat· 
ment environments between 1970 and 1974. Three 
diagnostic categories represented in this study included 
Down 's syndrome, mental retardation and cerebal palsy. 
The non-Down's syndrome mentally retarded group 
represented chi ldren functioning at a retarded level for 
which reason their parents were seeking help. Chi ldren 
with any of these diagnoses were chosen from the two en· 
vironments and were select ively matched according to 
age and c l inical condition. Attempts were made to ex-
cl
ude 
child ren who had mul tiple major problems com· 
plicating the basic diagnosis. 
There were five children from IDC and t4 from GOU 
diagnosed with Down's syndrome. The mentally retarded 
group had 12 children from each of the two environments. 
while five of the cerebral palsied children were from the 
IDC and 7 from the GOU. 
Of the 55 children 52 were white, the others were 
either Black or of Spanish-American background. The 
majority of the children in both groups came from homes 
in which the father was either a skilled laborer or a white 
collar worker. Tho fathers of a minority of both groups 
were pro fessio nal people or unskilled laborers. 
Twenty-nine of the 33 GOU children had been referred 
to the unit by physicians, wh ile referrals o f 16 of the 22 
IDC childr en were usually the result of public news media, 
other agencies or were self -referrals. 
The mean chronological age at both pre and post· 
testing of each group and sub-group with s tandard 
deviat ions are shown In Table 1. There were no significan t 
pre or post-test mean chronological age differences be· 
tween the children from the two environments or among 
the three diagnostic groups. 
Pro cedure 
The Denver Developmental Screening Test (DOST) 
was the instrument used to measure developmental 
progress. It should be noted that while the DOST may not 
be ideal in assessment of handlca,pped children, it cur· 
rently serves as one of the most satisfactory means of 
gross assessment of children's development. 
Children from the IDC were tested by an experienced 
examiner (LAB) shortly after their admission to the 
program and this init ial evaluation constituted the pre· 
test. Because the Denver Deve lopmenta l Screening Test 
had not been adminis tered to each GDU child, the children 
were scored on the ODST . according to exhaustive 
develop mental histories recorded In the hospi tal records. 
The pre-test information o f these children was from the 
time of initial contact with the patient and this scoring 
was done by the same examiner as above. 
An analysis of the differences In developmental age 
al pretesting between the IDC and GOU subjects was con-
ducted for the various factors In the DOST. The results ob· 
tained were as follows: gross motor development yielded 
a T value of 0.60 with 17 degrees of freedom, fine motor 
category had a T value of 1.00 with 15 degrees of freedom, 
personal-social category had a T value of 0.53 with 15 
degrees of freedom and the factor of language yielded a T 
value of 0.18 with 16 degrees of freedom. In all cases the 
values were not significant (P .05). Thus the init ial dif· 
ferences that did exist between tho subjects in the two 
treatments were not found to be cruc ial by these tests. 
Post-test scores were obtained at varying int ervals , 
those of the o lder IDC children usuall y being t or c lose to 
their term ination at the center or at two to three years of 
age. The post-test scores o f the GDU chi ldren were ob· 
tained from the most recent comprehensive develop· 
mental history and physical examination available in the 
hospi tal record. Again, the DOST was administered to the 
IDC children by an experienced examiner (LAB), who also 
scored the DOST f0< the GOU children . 
Table 1 
Mean Chronologica l Age in Months of Children In Each Group and Subgroup at Time of Pre· 
and Post-Test Scoring 
Pre-te st Post-test 
Diagnosis N 
Mean chronological 
age Standard Deviation 
Mean chronological 
age Standard Deviation 
(months) (months) 
Down's 
IDC 5 13.4 6.80 30.0 5.34 
GOU 14 12.1 13.12 32.1 25.03 
M.R. 
IDC 12 13.7 9.08 22.0 10.52 
GO
U 
12 15.0 8.97 22.4 9.78 
C.P. 
IDC 5 17.2 5.07 32.4 2.88 
GOU 7 15.7 3.55 25.9 1.95 
Total 
IDC 22 14.4 7.07 26.2 9.36 
GDU 33 13.9 10.13 27.2 17.54 
TOTAL 55 14.1 9.16 26.8 14.72 
FALL, 1979 23 
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Figure 1. Mean gain In gross motor development 
measured by the Denver Developmental Screening Test. 
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Figure 3. Mean gain in personal-social development 
measured by the Denver Developmental Screening Test. 
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measured by the Denver Developmental Screening Test. 
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All DOST scores were determined by the same 
examiner, consequently providing uniformity in scoring. 
Scoring of IDC children was by observation, whereas in-
formation on the GOU children was from the parents' 
report and the GOU physician's observation. Alt hough 
there is no precedent for scoring DOST i tems from 
historical reports and although the examiner recognized 
the intent of the study, the content and amount of data 
available from the GOU physicians were fel t to be suf-
ficient to give a valid picture of each ch il d 's develop-
mental level. 
Results 
Data were analyzed using a 2 x 3 factorial analysis of 
variance design for unequal cell frequencies (Winer, 1962). 
Denver Developmental Screening Test (DOST) pre-
test/post· tes t difference scores for the four develop-
mental categories (gross motor, fine motor, personal· 
social and langua ge) served as the major dependent 
variables. 
The analysis of the DOST gross motor development 
difference scores revealed significant differences for the 
educational placement variable, F (1,49) =<7.25, p < .01. 
Children attending the Infant Development Ce ter made 
significantly greater progress than did those followed in 
the Growth and Development Unit of the hospital setting. 
There were no signif icant gross motor developmen t dlf· 
ferences on the DOST for the three diagnostic categories, 
F (2,49) = 2.54, p > .05 and the interaction between the 
variables of educational environment and diagnostic 
category was not significant, F (2,49) = .74, p,. .05. See 
Figure 1. 
An analysis o f the DOST fine motor development 
scores also revealed that child ren assigned to the IDC 
made sign ificantly greater progress than did those not In· 
vo
l
ved in the program, F(t ,47) = 22.93,p <.01. lnadditlon , 
this analysis also revealed significant di fferences within 
the diagnostic category variable, F (2,47) = 4. 77, p < .05. 
This f inding prompted further analysis using the Schelle 
multiple comparison procedure for testlng differences 
between means (Winer, 1962). This procedure revealed 
signif icant di fferences (P < .05) In f ine motor development 
between the mentall y retarded chi ldren and either the 
Down's syndrome group or the cerebral palsied group. In 
both comparisons, those subjects diagnosed as cerebral 
pals ied or Down's syndrome made significantly greater 
progress in both treatment environments than d id those 
chi ldren diagnosed as mentall y retarded. The interaction 
of these two aforementioned variables was not sig-
nificant, F (2,47) = 1.34, p > .05. See Figure 2. 
Resul ts of the analysis for change scores on the fac-
tor o f personal-soc ial de velopment indicated significant 
main effects for both the intervention strategy variable, F 
(1 ,47) = 31.08, P< .01 and the diagnost ic category variable, 
F (2,47) = 6.56, p < .Ot . In the case o f the intervent ion 
strategy variable, those children participating in the IDC 
program again made significantly greater personal-social 
developmental progress than did those in the GOU group. 
The significant main effect finding for the diagnostic 
category variable led to an analysis of the mean change 
scores of the chlldren of the three diagnostic groups by 
means of the Schelle Multiple Comparisons Procedure. 
Those children having a diagnosis of cerebral palsy or 
Down's syndrome made significantly greater personal· 
social developmental progress (P .05) than did child ren 
FALL, 1979 
diagnosed as mentally retarded. The Interaction of the en· 
vironment and diagnostic category variables was not sta-
tis t ically significant, F (2,47) = 1.25,p > .05. Se e Figure 3. 
An analysis of pre-test/post-test DOST language dif · 
ferences by means of a 2 x 3 factorial analys is of variance 
also indicated significant main effect differences for both 
the variable of educatio nal placement, F (1,48) = 14.73, P< 
.01, and the diagnostic category variable, F (2,48) = 3.90,p 
< .05. Thus, in the area o f language development the 
children who attended the IOC made significantly greater 
progress in that setting than did the GOU ch ildren. As in 
other developmental areas, the children diagnosed as 
mentally retarded made significan tly smaller gains (p .05) 
in language development as revealed by the Schell e 
Multiple Comparison Test than did either the cerebral 
palsied or Down's syndrome subjects. The interaction of 
the educational environment variable and the diagnostic 
category variable was not significant, F (2, 48) = .75, p < 
.05. See Figure 4. 
Thus, in all lour categories of the DOST the children 
from the Infant Development Center showed a signif i· 
cantly greater rate of develop mental growth than did 
those not attending the IDC, but receiving treatment at the 
Growth and Development Unit. 
Discussion 
The development of normal children as well as those 
with some form of disability, has received a great amount 
of attention in recent years in medical , paramedical and 
educational circles. The growing interest of when and how 
best to stimulate learning in ch ildren has been translaled 
into action for many normal ch ildren of varying socio-
economic backgrounds. 
These at tempts to provide early stim ulation have
been the impetus for earfy ·intervention programs also for 
children with developmental d isabilities. Very few studies 
to date, however, have substantiated the Improved rate of 
development which was anticipated in these chil dren. 
This study has attempted to measure the rate of 
development in two populations of handicapped children. 
Al l of the children were receiving some form of therapy 
because of their disabilities. Adequate developmental in· 
formation was available on all children in both groups 
studied, because of the thoroughness of the follow-up 
evaluations and the nature of the clinical settings. The 
ch il dren enrolled in the IDC lived in the Greater Kansas 
City area and as Kansas residents were el igible to attend 
the infant center. They had access to necessary pediatric, 
orthopedic and other appropriate specialty care, but, in ad· 
dition, received individualized programs designed to meet 
their speci f ic needs. Weekly sessions at the center in· 
eluded involvement with the parent who observed and 
then demonstrated the home stimu lation techniques in 
the presence of professional therapists. The individ-
ualized and repeated contacts with both child and parents 
were considered the vital aspect of this program. Children 
attending the GOU received periodic pediatric evaluations 
and atlended appropriate specialt y clinics at the univer-
sity hospital. Although many of these children l ived in a 
geographic area tacking special enrichment programs, 
they were In a traditional treatment environment which 
has been considered to be adequate, if not optimum. 
Although both tteatment programs were conceptually ap· 
25 
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proprlate for the needs of the children, the strong parental 
Involvement component of the IDC group, the opportunity 
of shared parent contact and repeated individual attention 
to child, parent and family may have been the determining 
factors for the observed differences between the two en· 
vironments. 
The development of these groups of children as 
measured by the DOST indicated a statistically slgnllicant 
Increased rate of development among the children at· 
tending the IDC as compared to those followed by the 
GOU. It Is ot interest to note that this improved develop· 
mental rate pertained to all four categories o f the Denver 
Developmental Screening Test. 
Although the DOST is primarily a screening proce· 
dure to measure development, it has been assessed em· 
plrlcally to be a reliable and valid instrument both with nor· 
mal and developmentally delayed children. In addition, the 
DOST has been shown by Frankenburg, Goldstein & 
Camp (1971) to be capable of accurately evaluating several 
salient areas rather than simply providing a nondeflnltlve 
global score. 
In addit ion, it was noted that generally the groups of 
mentally retarded children of both environments pro-
gressed at a slower rate than did their environmental 
counterparts with Down's syndrome or cerebral palsy. 
Though the differences in developmental rate were stalls· 
tlcally significant, they may be merely a refl ection of the 
shorter time Interval between pre· and post-testing for the 
mentally retarded group. This does not detract from the 
primary finding of the benefits of an appropriate early in· 
terventlon environment to all three diagnostic groups. 
This study has not attempted to determine the stability of 
gains by the children in the two treatment environments. 
It appears that the program of early Intervention as 
described In this study, and presumably other similar 
enrichment programs, has a definite and significant 
beneficial effect on the development of handicapped 
children. Since such a program appears to constitute 
26 
another form of therapy for developmental disability, it is 
imperative that medic al and paramedical personnel 
working with infants be aware of community facilities 
which offer such early intervention programs. In add ition, 
it is the responsibility of medical personnel to recognize 
developmental delays early and to make appropriate 
referrals. 
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The purpose of this study was to de· 
termine the relationship of students' 
attitude toward evaluation of a mod· 
ular program in Foundations of Edu· 
cation sponsored by the College of 
Education of the University of Maine 





by Robert V. Supple 
Student evaluation of !acuity performance and, In 
truth, any ly~ ol evaluation in any area of endeavor has 
been an item o f great controversy. In a greal majority of 
the situations, If not in all of the situations, evaluallon has 
been considered to be an impossible and undesired ac· 
tivity. However, on the collegiate level, studenl evaluation 
of both program and faculty increasingly is becoming an 
integral part of college and university policy (Zuckerman 
et al. 1978). These evaluations are employed not only 10 
aid faculty improve their teaching and to evalual e 
programs but also to provide the bases upon which ad· 
minlstrators may make decisions on promotion and 
tenure. 
Previous studies have located and idenllfled a num· 
ber o f variables which should be considered when 
assessing student ratings of instruction. The more salient 
variables to be assessed are grade point average (Levin 
1978), gender (Marini and Greenberger 1978), college class 
(Cohen and Berger 1970) and time of evaluation (Hyman 
1974). In surveying specific p rograms offered by the 
faculty of the College of Education, University of Maine, 
Drummond (1977) also demonstrated that there are dlf· 
ferences In ratings by level of preparation. College stu· 
dents preparing tor teaching in primary grades, middle 
grades, junior high school or high school tend to rate lhe 
same course experiences d ifferently and by different stan· 
dards. 
EDUC,\ TI ON,\L CO NSIDER,\ TIONS, Vol. 7. No.1,Fal/ 1979 
A very limited number of studies have been com· 
pleted on how students feel about the concept of 
evaluation. Costin, Greenough and Menges (1971) em· 
ployed a nine item scale to assess allitudes toward 
evafualion. Their study found no significant correlation 
between the student's responses 10 ilems and grade point 
average nor between their responses and college year. 
They concluded that students do not equate teaching with 
entertainment, are not deliberately easy on teachers, rate 
independently of gossip, tended not to think ratings were 
a waste of lime and were will ing to spend time outside of 
class to make such ratings. Cos I In, el al, suggests that ad· 
dit ional research be undertaken employing the variable of 
students' allitude toward evaluallon. The purpose of the 
oiled study was 10 determine tl\e re lationship of students' 
allitude toward evaluation of a modular program in Foun-
dations of Education sponsored by the College of Educa· 
lion of the University of Maine at Orono, Maine. 
Method 
A 71·it em questionnaire ellc ltallng allitudes toward 
the modular program, attlludes toward student evaluation 
of faculty, methods of lnslruclion, and evaluation of their 
current modular instructor was administered at the end of 
the third modular period In lhe spring session of 1977. A 
random sample of 85 or one-third of the students enrolled 
in a module identified as relallng 10 the teaching process 
were selected for the sludy and completed the question· 
naire anonymously (Fox et al. 1966). Thirty-six percent 
were male and 64 percent were female. Thitty·nine percent 
were enrolled in the College of Education, 36 percent from 
the College of Arts and Sciences, and 22 percent from the 
College of Life Sciences and Agrlcullure. Forty·nine per· 
cent intended to teach In the e1emen1ary school; and, 51 
percent intended to teach In the secondary school. Forly· 
seven percent were seniors, 29 percenl juniors, 19 percent 
sophomores, and 5 percen l unclassified. The scores on 
the attitude items toward evaluation were summed and 
the groups were divided into three groups (Flanagan 1969). 
The groups were the upper quartlle, lhe middle range and 
the lower quartlle, and crosstabs ran on the item re-
sponses of the attitude towatd evaluation scale. 
Results 
Table 1 shows the distribution of responses for the 
Items deal ing with attitudes toward evalual lon. Only 
slighlly over a quarter of lhe students fel t their ratings 
would affect the professors' fulure teaching performance 
(Thurston 1978). Approximately 12 percent agreed that 
their ratings would affect the pro fessors' deparlmental 
s1a1us or advancement. A quarl er of Iha studenls viewed 
rallngs as a waste of time although two· flflhs of lhem 
would be willing to spend time ouls lde of class to rate 
courses. Fifteen percenl reported l hey rated a professor 
higher than he deserved since I here are so few professors 
who excel at teaching. Approximately 50 percenl of the 
group agreed to some extent lhat they raled the modular 
approach higher since lhey would desire to see more e.x· 
perimentation and innovalion taking place In the College 
of Education. About a lhlrd thought their ratings corre· 
sponded with those of lhe rest of the class. 
Anal ysis of lhe crosstabs by attitude toward 
evaluatio n identified three of the Items other than lhose 
dealing with the evaluating scale as having significant ch i 
squares. There werG differences In the group according to 
reported grade point averages of the respondents (x' 
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13.65, p < .05 6 d.f.). The students who tended to be more 
positive toward evaluation tended to have higher grade 
point averages than those in the middle or lower range. A 
x• of 17.30 (P < .05, 8d.f.) was computed for the item: The 
modules required less work and effort from the student 
than the standard semester course. Students who had 
more positive attitudes toward evaluation tended to 
disagree while students with less positive attitudes 
agreed. The same pattern was true on the item: The 
traditional course approach would allow the student to ac-
complish his objectives as wel l as the modular approach 
(x' = 22.60, p .:6d.f.). Students with less positive attitudes 
toward student evaluations were more supportive of the 
standard course structure. Students with more positive at· 
tltudes were more supportive to the idea that other 
colleges on the Orono campus ought to adopt the modular 
approach (x' a 22.60, p < .05, Bd.f.). Seventy· three percent 
of the high group agreed to 50 percent for the middle 
group and 38 percent of the lower group. 
Oi,scussion 
The study tends to support some of the findings of 
Costin, Greenough and Menges (1971) relating to the 
students' attitude toward evaluation. Students In both 
cases felt that their ratings would have little affect on the 
teachers' departmental status or advancement (Randhawa 
et al. 1973). They both also I ndlcate students belie the 
notion that they are "easy" In rating their instructors. 
About the same percentage of students in both studies 
reported they would be willing to spend time outside of 
class to rate instructors. 
Fewer modular students feel that their ratings will al· 
feet the professors' future teaching performance than the 
University of Illinois group and were less positive in 
general toward rating. 
There were indications that there was a relationship 
between grade point average and attitude toward ratings. 
The results also indicate that in evaluating the at· 
titude of students toward a new program in a department 
the Hawthorne effect might tend to infl ate the positive 
response to the program (Slav in 1977). Students with more 
positive attitudes toward student evaluation of instruction 
tended to be more supportive of the modular approach, 
those less positive of the standard semester approach. 
Partly the differences may reflect the type of in· 
stitution, the program of studies, as well as the type of 
students. 
Additional research should be conducted investi· 
gating attitude of student evaluation of faculty in other in· 
stitutions and contexts. II a student evalu ation of instruc· 
tion is to be effective, however, students will have to feel 
that their ratings are meaningful and not a waste of time. 
time. 
Table1 
Students' Opinions Concerning Student Rating of Instructors 
S1rong1y Agree Uncertain Disagree Strongly 
Item Agree Neutral Disagree 
1. Student rating of teachers' 4.76 22.61 36.90 25.00 10.71 
performance will affect their 
future teaching performance. 
2. Student ratings will affect 2.35 9. 41 38.82 27.05 22.35 
most teachers' departmental 
status or advancement. 
3. Ratings are a waste of time. 1 t .76 14. t 1 27.05 35.29 11 .76 
4. I wou ld like to be able to 25.88 36.47 12.94 16.47 8.23 
rate each module. 
5. I would be willing to spend 10.71 30.95 20.23 17.85 20.23 
time outside of class to rate 
courses. 
6. My ratings usually agree with 4.70 31 .76 55.29 5.88 2.35 
those of the rest of the class. 
7. I generally rate a professor 4.81 10.84 26.50 36.14 21.68 
higher than he deserves, since 
there are so few good 
profe.ssors. 
8. I tend to rate the modular ap· 14.28 34.52 22.61 22.61 5.95 
proach higher since I would 
like to see more experimen· 
talion and innovation taking 
place in the College of Edu· 
cation. 
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Review 
Another chapter 
in the textbook 
controversy 
James C. Hefley. Textbooks on Trial. Wheaton, Illinois: 
Victor Books, 1976, pp. 212. $6.95 
Conflicts over the content of school textbooks have 
been and continue to be part and parcel of American 
educational history. Examples abound. Roman Catholics 
objected to the Protestant tinge of many nineteenth cen· 
tury textbooks, in the late 1930s and early 1940s several 
business organizations claimed that Harold Rugg•s social 
studies books listed to port, and today the struggle con· 
tinues over the place of "creationism" In science texts 
dominated by evolutiooary assumptions. Since textbooks 
serve not only as "tools of the trade" but also as powerful 
cult ral symbols, it is not surprising that such con-
troversies arise, particularly when the social and cultural 
consensus Is strained severely. 
In Textbooks on Trial, James C. Hefley, a free·lance 
writer and frequent contributor to Christianity Today and 
other religious periodicals, chronicles another episode in 
the history of textbook controversies. He describes sym· 
pathetically, and In a distractingly melodramatic fash ion, 
the "campaign" of a Texas couple, Mel and Norma Gabler, 
to "oust objectionable textbooks from public schools-
and to urge pub I lshers to produce better ones." 
The bulk of the book is devoted to reporting the 
almost yearly confrontations between the Gablers and 
representatives of publishing houses before Jhe Texas 
State Textbook Committee. This committee, which is ap· 
pointed annually by the State Board of Education on 
recommendation of the Texas Education Agency, reviews 
publishers' offerings, holds public hearings and recom· 
mends for Board adoption from two to five titles for each 
grade subject. Local textbook committees then choose 
from the state approved fist. 
According to Hefley, since their first appearance 
before the Committee in 1962 until the present, the 
Gablers have demanded, wi th some success, that school 
texts adopted by the state " not Indoctrinate children in 
lrreligion, lawbreaking, sexual perversion, doctored 
history and the benevolence of Big Brother government." 
Although their charges of "doctored history" are dubious 
and reflect the failure of many conservative Protestants to 
realize that history connot be consistently laudatory, the 
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Gabler's complaints concerning the relativist bias of many 
sociology and psychology texts, the prying questions con· 
talned In several social tudies textbooks, and the 
disparagement of Christian beliefs in several texts have 
some merit. In many cases the Committee agreed with 
them and either required changes In the disputed texts or 
voted against adoption, much to the chagrin of several 
major publishing houses. 
While Hefley's primary purpose in writing this book 
was to describe the "heroic" efforts of a conservative, 
Protestant mlddle·o lass couple to check what they per-
ceive to be a gradual undermining of their values and 
beliefs In sc hool textbo ks, his commentary affords an in-
sight into the prob lem of providing textbooks which are 
acceptable to all constituen ts of the public schools, In· 
eluding blacks, orientals, fundamentalists and other In· 
oreaslngly self-conscious groups. The difficulty Involved 
In producing texts which are palatable to all reflects the 
dissolution of consensus In this country. In a very real 
sense the textbook controversy described by the author is 
symbolic of the problems inherent In the " common school 
Ideology" which still influences the public school en· 
terprise. How can the public schools teach common 
values and a common curriculum when there is no 
agreement on what constitutes either? More than 
describing the activities of a concerned Texas couple, 
Textbooks on Trial Illustrates the excruciating problems 
facing the public schools In serving a multi-ethnic, multi· 
cultu
ral 
and religiously pl ural society. 
Not all who read this short book will sympathize, as 
the author did, with the activities and goals of the Gablers. 
Many educators will wave the "bloody shirt" of cen· 
so
rshlp. 
Others will praise the Gablers for pointing out the 
secular humanistic bias of many texts. Regardless of 
one's disposition toward the activities of this nationally 
known couple, educators and laymen interested In the 
grassroots controversy over textbook content, the politics 
of education, and how individuals can influence the public 
school system would profit by spending a few hOurs with 
this Informative, though not profound, book. 
James C. Carper 
Assistant Professor of 
Foundations of Education 
Tulane University 
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Adult Development & Learning by Allan B. Knox, Jossey· 
Bass Publishers, 1977, pp. 679, $25.00 
A welcomed sign of our times is the increasing at· 
tention being paid to adults in the ways that they con· 
tinually adapt, change, learn and grow. Knox's handbook 
synthesizes the results of over 1000 studies in adult learn-
ing and development. From his current position as pro-
fessor of education at the University of Illinois at Ur-
bana·Champaign, he has assembled research from such 
diverse fields as education, physiology, psychology, 
sociology and the biological sciences which focus upon 
the mature adult. The text provides a selective but yet 
highly comprehensive overview of tested knowledge that 
is useful for educators and many other helping 
professions such as social workers, ml nisters, nurses, 
counselors and librarians. Practitioners will find the 
volume to be useful in many ways such as: (1) to help 
adults identify and cope with the problems and OP· 
portunities, (2) to estimate the duration and intensity of 
adjustments that need to be made, and (3) to obtain a 
general overview of trends regarding stability and change 
during a.du It hood. 
Adult development is complex because it is in-
fluenced by so many variables, such as environment, oc-
cupation, heredity, health, social and economic factors, 
education and exposure to stress. The term development 
refers to the orderly and sequential changes in charac-
teristics and attitudes that one experiences over time. The 
context for development is usually affected by community 
differences. Whether the adult lives n an urban or rural 
community affects his life-style and oppor tunities 
available for education, cultural resources, social in-
fluences and recreational opportunities. 
Adult performance on the other hand is continually 
being modified as the individual interacts with social or 
physical environment. Some in fluences affecting adult 
performance are: occupational requirements and 
stresses, desire tor increased Income, or tor increased 
prestige, increasing excellence in performance and 
specialization. 
Change can be beneficial and Increase the In-
dividual's potential, thus providing Impetus for growth. 
Adults can be encouraged to revise old dreams and create 
new ones to provide a sense of direction. For some adults, 
personality development includes an increasingly mature 
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capacity for growth. Knox states that personality is made 
up of tendencies that influence the adult in dealing wl1h 
people, feelings of self-actualization, uses ot defense 
mechanisms. As people grow older, they become Jn. 
creasingly ind ividualized with their own special talents 
and resources. Their development centers around their 
career, family and community. 
Societal attitudes toward adu lthood vary. The 
stereotype attitude toward young adulthood is one of 
being active, energetic, and ou tgoing. We five in a youth-
oriented culture as evidenced by the advertising media. 
Middle age is thought to be more mature, understanding 
and controlled. Old age is perceived as energyless, 
socially inefficient, rejected and retrospective. Inaccurate 
stereotypes can be changed by practicing open-
mindedness and tolerance and understanding for in-
dividual differences. When the various ages work together 
for a common cause, then age loses its boundaries and 
each benefi ts from the talents and resources of all par-
ticipants. An example of an active organization Is the Grey 
Panthers. This organization is a group of older adults 
working for increasing the image and benefits of the 
"senior citizen." They are also attracting young college 
students who believe in the goal and wish to help out their 
cause. 
The text also deals with fam ily role performance. The 
way adults understand and deal with family role changes 
influences happiness, self-concept and performance in 
job and community. The role of marriage encounters many 
problems such as finances, sex, living conditions, paren-
tal interference, and general incompatibility. A crucial 
ingredient for successful marriage is the partners' 
willingness and abi lily to learn and grow regarding i m-
portant family goals and ways to achieve them. 
Parenthood is often an early problem in marriage. 
Statistics indicate that one female in five is pregnant 
when she marries for this first t ime. As a consequence, 
problems arise with negative feelings toward parenthood, 
inadequacy and unwillingness lo accept role changes. 
Divorce creates a variation in the functioning of the family. 
Statistics show one-third of marriages in the United States 
end in divorce! The major causes are unhappy, depressed, 
hypercritical people. 
Retirement creates new adjustment to change of ac· 
tlvlty and interests. It can bring increased companionship 
and enjoyment of leisure activities and travel. A libertine 
individual can also experience problems and dissatisfac-
tion if there is not a hobby or new interest to help the in-
dividual feel active and useful. 
One's occupation Is a major factor In shaping self-
concept and setting Ii le-style and prestige. The oc-
cupational activity has a powerful influence on family 
structure and community life. Factors that con tribute to 
satisfactory choice o f occupation are: (1) familiarity with 
the occupation (2) similarity between occupation and per-
sonal interests, (3) availability of role models, (4) job 
requirements and expectations, (5) congruity of work 
values, (6) socialization that occurs in the education and 
work setting. Young adults seem to do better at high 
spee<J manual skills whereas older adults show more 
steadiness, experience, conscientiousness, patience and 
better work attendance. 
Women i ~ the work force face discrimination and 
com pet it ion with men in various ways such as tasks, 
salary and prestige. Ma~y women ·work tor nacessity to 
maintain an average !iv1n9, bu1 also work for prestige 
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reasons, social contact, independence and achievement. 
Many females have combined homemaking with an OC· 
cupal ion or career and seem to find ~lf·aciualization 
through abili ty to do both. Those with families have added 
problems and responsibilities but the author repeals 
many tomes that children do not suffer when lhe mother 
works and they grow and develop i n a normal pattern. 
The elements of physical condition within adults are 
well covered in the book. Heredity affects height , ap· 
pearance and Initial endowment of good health. Life ex· 
pectancy has Increased for men to approximately 68 years 
and tor women 75 years due to improved nutrit ion, better 
preventive medical care, and increased technology In 
medical experllse. 
The emphasis appears to be on exercise which gives 
benefits of Increased vitality, strength and endurance. The 
older person who increases his exercise has increased 
heart rale and blood pressure and circulalion, but due to 
the occurrence of arteriosclerosis and atherosclerosis, 
his muscular performance is decreased. Osteoporosis 
develops wolh advanced age and causes a decrea~ In 
height and brlltleness of bones due to lack of absorption 
olcalcium . 
As one grows older, the physical senses are de· 
creased. Diminished visual acuity and peripheral vision, 
hearong, tolerance for noise is decreased, and taste buds 
atrophy with age. Malnutrit ion frequen tly occurs due to 
reduced Income, anorexia, depression, loss ot family to 
eal wilh and irregular eating habits. There is an increase in 
lhe incidence ot diabeles mellitus and chronic illnesses 
such as arlhrllls and diverlicu lit is. The older adull learns 
to compensate for inadequacies by increased accuracy, 
decreased speed and extra care and attenl iveness. Prac· 
titioners can help older adults increase lhelr self · 
confidence by making sure the learner succeeds in lnlllal 
learning tasks. Preventive health measures which slow the 
gradual delerioration o f the adult are good nutrition, 
proper exercise and maintain good health habits. The 
human body has the capacity that exceeds lhe limits 
reached by performance of most adults in lhe United 
Stales. 
The chapler on adult learning is excellent and 
possibly the best unit in the text. Adults usually learn for 
immediate application and want to learn to increase com· 
petence. Advanced new learning should occur lhroughout 
lite. The process o f life-long learning is essential if adu lts 
are to make their life purposeful and satisfying. This con· 
cept is becoming more and more popular as evidenced 
by the lrend of Increasing numbers of adulls in formal 
learning settings. 
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Most adulls approach learning with specific ex· 
pectations o f what they will gain so the education climale 
is very important. Preparatory experience influences 
feelings of achievement or failure. The expectation of 
learning has multiple goals of enjoyment, increased com· 
petence, and interest in the material. Practitioners can 
assist learning by emphasizing abilities, clarifying struc· 
lure, memorable encounters, personal pacing, varied 
resources and positive feedback. They should encourage 
the adult to set educational objeclives that challenge 
them in a satisfactory manner. 
Adults tend lo learn and recall belier when the in-
formation is related to previous learning experiences. 
Errors made by older adults are more in omission, forget-
ting, rather lhan by commission. Older adulls tend lo 
problem solve by searching past experience ralher than 
generaling new solull ons. Older adults learn less ef-
feclively as more increased complex lasks are presented. 
Individuals with low efficacy appear 10 believe in lhe old 
adage, "you can't leach an old dog new tricks." They need 
encouragement wilh successful experiences. Prac-
titioners should slow down pre~ntalions and build on 
relevanl areas, d iagnosing unders1and and competence. It 
Is a tact, that " almost any adult can learn anything he 
wants to given time, persistence and assistance." 
Three add itional chapters are enlilled Women's 
Roles, Adjusting to Change Evenl and Perspectives on 
Adult hood. Collecli vely lhey Indicate thal eac  stage of 
life has i ts own values and age·relaled stereotypes. 
Developing a perspective can enable adults to grasp 
essent ial features ot their lives and recogn ize similarities 
and differences of olhers. 
Rapid social change leads to "fulure shock" which 
makes ii d ifficult for individual adull s lo develop a com-
prehensive perspecllve on adull lif e cycle. Practitioners 
can help with adaptallons and should work to increase 
adult access to opportunlly systems. should en-
hance developmental perspective lhrough professional 
associations, preparatory and continuing education, and 
collaborative efforts. 
The bOOk seems 10 be well-writlen and has much 
practical application for those lnteoested in adult edu· 
cation. It incorporates various educational philoso-
phies with constructive Implications for use. Much 
current research is cited to make the contenl relevan1 and 
meaningful. This text should be Included in the 
professional library as an excellent resource reference for 
lhose individuals concerned w1111 the lotal adult being. 
Roberl E. Scotl 
Kansas Stale Universily 
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